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1 The Cataloging Menu 
 
 
 
1.1 Overview to the Cataloging Menu 
 
The Cataloging functions are reached via the main Back Office Menu.  The Cataloging functions 
essentially manage MARC Bibliographic records.  For convenience, the Item Creation, Edit, and 
Inquiry functions are also available on the Catalog Menu.   
 
 
1.2 Cataloging & Authorities Menu 
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1.3 Fields:  Cataloging & Authorities Menu 
 
 
1.3.1 Field 1 Organizational Library Name:   50 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To identify the organization name of the library.   
 
1.3.2 Field 2 Catalog Name:   50 characters, display only 
 
1.3.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
1.3.4 Field 4 MARC Menu:    
 
Function [Search Catalog] is the OPAC with additional functionality for the staff.   
 
Function [Batch Control] enables the cataloger to manipulate MARC bibs in an interim file called a 
batch (the batch is not part of the catalog).  The bibs can be checked for errors, edited, applied to 
the catalog database, have associated labels printed, etc.   
 
Function [Import a MARC Bib File] loads a MARC bib from an external source into a batch on this 
system, and then routes the batch and the cataloger to batch control.   
 
Function [Create a Batch] simply assigns a batch number to a batch without bibs, and then 
continues to function Batch Control. Once in Batch Control, bibs can be taken out of the current 
catalog and edited, or an original bib can be created.   
 
Function [Original Cataloging] creates a batch with an empty bib, and then directly calls the 
MARC Bib Editor to add a field 245 Title Statement $a Title.  Other subfields may be added.  
Once the 245 editing is complete, additional fields may be added.  Once the MARC Editing is 
completed, function [Batch Control] automatically takes over.   
 
Function [Edit Existing Bibs] uses the OPAC in Power mode to collect the bibs to be edited. Once 
the search is done and the bibs are gathered, the MARC Editor is used to edit the bibs.  Once the 
MARC Editing is completed on the first bib, function [Batch Control] automatically takes over, and 
additional edits can be made.   
 
Function [Remove Bibs from the Catalog] uses the OPAC to identify bibs to be weeded from the 
collection.  All items and journal records must first be removed from the bib, or else the bib cannot 
be removed.   
 
Function [Statuses of Batches within a Date Range] list batches created over a specified period.   
 
Function [List Bibs in a Batch] may be used to view a list of the MARC Bibliographic records in a 
specified batch.   
 
Function [Display Bib Details in a Batch] displays all of the MARC bibliographic records in the 
batch according to the selected display properties.   
 
Function [History of Bibs in Batches] first identifies a bib via the OPAC, and then displays all 
batches which have been used to process the bib.  A batch may then be selected and the bib 
viewed in that batch.   
 
Function [Spine and Pocket Labels for Batches] identifies a range of batches for which spine 
and/or pocket labels are created. 
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Function [Filer Report for Bibs in a Batch] displays problems and/or authority file issues resulting 
from updating the batch to the catalog database.   
 
Function [Duplicate Bibs Report] compiles and displays a list of possible duplicate MARC 
bibliographic records by key MARC bib fields.   
 
Function [OPAC Monthly Statistics] presents a tabular summation of a month's OPAC use.   
 
Function [Item Inquiry] displays the fundamental item values and usage data.   
 
Function [Item Edit] modifies existing values for an item.  An item is often referred to as holdings 
or copies.  An item represents the bib (a bib can have many items, i.e., many copies and/or 
volumes).   
 
Function [New Book or A/V Item] creates a holdings record for a bib for a book or A/V item.  This 
function should not be used to Check In serial issues!  
 
Function [New Temporary Item] creates a holdings record when the bib is not available or not 
truly part of the catalog, such as a professor's book, notes, or slides on reserve for students.   
 
Function [Clear all Locks and Queues] should only be used when instructed by the vendor.  
Occasionally, the processing of a bib will fail, possibly causing other bibs problems too.  This 
function clears most of the database locks and the processing queues so that bib production may 
continue.   
 
Function [Defaults] helps to establish local cataloging practices, such as which call number 
field(s) to use for an imported MARC bib, allowable local fields, and which fields do not require a 
subfield a.   
 
Function [MARC Import Holdings Profiles] maps specific MARC tags and subfields to the Item 
Database for the purpose of (a) comparing the holdings' call numbers to the bibs and (b) for the 
generation of Items.  It is used during conversions or to process the holdings data from a 
cataloging service.   
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Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Search Catalog 
Batch Control 
Import a MARC Bib File 
Create a Batch 
Original Cataloging 
Edit Existing Bibs 
Remove Bibs from the Catalog 
Statuses of Batches within a Date Range 
List Bibs in a Batch 
Display Bib Details in a Batch 
History of Bibs in Batches 
Spine and Pocket Labels for Batches 
Filer Report for Bibs in a Batch 
Duplicate Bibs Report 
OPAC Monthly Statistics 
Item Inquiry 
Item Edit 
New Book or A/V Item 
New Temporary Item 
Defaults 
MARC Import Holdings Profiles 
Clear all Locks and Queues 
Help 
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2 Importing and Processing a MARC Bibliographic Record 
 
 
 
2.1 Overview to Import a MARC File 
 
This window is used for importing MARC files.  The MARC 21 format is expected.  Two types of 
MARC files may be imported:  MARC bibliographic files and MARC holdings.   
 
The Cataloging function [Import a MARC Bib File] will load a MARC bibliographic file into a 
temporary file called a batch.  thus placing the data under the control of function [Batch Control].  
Function [Batch Control] is where the bulk of the processing takes place.  Please see the web 
tutorial on importing MARC Bibs found at  
 
     http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.com/cyberj/qt_marc/  
   
Numerous MARC Bib sources have been test, including LC, NLM, OCLC, MARCIVE, EOSi 
GLAS, Professional Software, CASP LibraryWorld, and Winnebago Spectrum.   
 
Once the data are perfected in [Batch Control], then the data are sent to the actual catalog via 
function [Update Catalog with Batch].  Items can then be attached to the bib (e.g., multiple copies, 
volumes, etc.), and labels can be printed.   
 
2.2 Importing OCLC MARC Serial Holdings 
 
This window is also used to import a MARC Serial Holdings file with tag 866 Textual Holdings - 
Basic Bibliographic Unit.  It has been tested with OCLC data where MARC bibs and holdings 
records are intermingled.  When this window is run from Serials Management, the function 
performs the following tasks:   
 
     1. imports the bibs according to the user's selection on  
     the window;   
   
     2. immediately update the catalog with the bibs;   
   
     3. adds the titles to Serials Management;   
   
     4. and generates Serial Copy Free Text Holding Strings from  
     the 866 data.  
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2.3 Import a MARC File 
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2.4 Fields:  Import a MARC File 
 
 
 
2.4.1 Field 1 TYPE:   40 characters, display only 
 
2.4.2 Field 2 Status of the Process:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.   
 
2.4.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
2.4.4 Field 4 Source of the File:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  to specify where the file currently resides. Telnet applications must select Server.  
Graphical sessions may select either Server or Workstation.  If a graphical workstation selects 
Workstation, then the workstation's native file selection window is automatically invoked for the 
purpose of selecting the file on the workstation and then transmitting it to the server.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
The Server 
My Workstation 
 
 
2.4.5 Field 5 Filename:   120 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target filename. The filename must include the directory paths.   
 
Format:  It is any legal directory path and filename for your server.   
 
Discussion:  If the source of the file is Workstation and the workstation is graphical, then this field 
is deactivated, and the file selection is made via the workstation's native file selection window.  
The filename is then displayed in this field, and the file is copied from the workstation to the 
server.   
 
2.4.6 Field 6 Are there New Acquisitions:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify that the MARC bibliographic import file contains new MARC records which 
should be added to the New Acquisition Index for use by the OPAC Recent Arrival function.  
Three conditions exist for MARC bibliographic records:   
 
     - None of the records are new (e.g., retrospective  
       cataloging);   
   
     - the software should match ISSN/ISBN, LCCN, or other  
       control numbers to determine if the bib is new, and only  
       newly matched MARC bibs will be added to the New  
       Acquisition Index;   
   
     - All of the records are new.  
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Format:  It is a radio button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
None 
New Matches Only 
All 
 
 
2.4.7 Field 7 If bib matches an existing one:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the default action should an imported bib match a bib already in the catalog.   
 
Format:  It is a radio button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Show & Ask Overlay/Cancel/Add Imported Bib 
Overlay Catalog's Bib with Imported Bib 
Set Imported Bib's Status to CANCEL 
Create a New Bib for the Catalog 
 
 
Discussion:  The importing software compares some of the key identifying values in the imported 
bib(s) to existing bibs in the catalog.  If the software finds a match on the following MARC tags  
 
     001   Control Number  
     010   Library of Congress Control Number  
     020   International Standard Book Number  
     022   International Standard Serial Number  
   
then the cataloger must determine the next action.  It is possible that the bib is really not a 
duplicate or an update, but a true new bib, but this is unlikely.   
 
Function [Show & Ask Overlay/Cancel/Add Imported Bib] will display each bib's key identifiers 
and the title from the imported bib and the bib in the catalog.  Along with the display, the cataloger 
will get to choose the next action:   
 
     Overlay Catalog's Bib with Imported Bib  
     Set Imported Bib's Status to CANCEL  
     Create a new Bib for the Catalog  
   
These actions are described below.  One of these actions may be determined at the beginning of 
the import, i.e., rather than show the individual bibs and their values, simply select up front one of 
the decisive actions.   
 
Function [Overlay Catalog's Bib with Imported Bib] will load the imported bib into the batch using 
the catalog's matching bib's MARC Number.  When the cataloger uses the Batch Control function 
[Updated to the Catalog], then at that point the newly imported bib would replace the catalog's old 
bib.  The old bib's items (i.e., the holdings) are assumed by the new bib.  Alternatively, the 
cataloger may manually CANCEL the bib in the batch prior to the Update to the Catalog function, 
thus protecting the old bib from the new bib. Because of the flexibility of this action, this action is 
the recommended choice, unless the cataloger knows that the bib is really new. 
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Function [Set Imported Bib's Status to CANCEL] loads the new bib into the batch but sets the 
bib's status to CANCEL, making it impossible to Update the Catalog with the new bib.  
Nevertheless, the imported bib can be reviewed in the batch.   
 
Function [Create a new Bib for the Catalog] will create a new instance of the bib in the catalog.  
This new bib will be completely independent from the old bib, and will have its own holdings.  It is 
unusual to select this action.  If this action is erroneously selected, then the catalog will have 
duplicate bibs.  Note that the bib is idea of the title, and the items (i.e., the holdings) are the actual 
instances of the materials.  Items are attached to bibs.  
 
2.4.8 Field 8 Add LC Subject Headings:    
 
Purpose:  To specify that the loading MARC bib into a batch will have the side effect of also 
loading any new Library of Congress Subject Headings and Qualifiers into the Authority files.  By 
new we mean any term not found in the local database.   
 
If the source of the MARC bib is LC or OCLC, then selecting this option is a good idea.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Add LC Subject Headings & Qualifiers 
 
 
2.4.9 Field 9 OK or CANCEL:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify completion or rejection of this session.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Load File into Batch 
Cancel 
Help
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2.5 Overview to Bib Already in the Catalog 
 
This window displays the key identifiers for both the MARC bib currently on file and the newly 
imported bib.  The cataloger must decide to overlay the old bib with the new import, create a new 
one from the import, or skip the bib by setting the bib's status in the batch to CANCEL.   
 
 
2.6 Bib already in the Catalog 
 
 

 
 
 
2.7 Fields:  Bib already in the Catalog 
 
 
 
2.7.1 Field 1 Control Number of Bib in Batch:   20 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the batch MARC number.   
 
2.7.2 Field 2 Control # of bib in database:   20 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the database MARC number. 
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2.7.3 Field 3 LC Number of Bib in Batch:   34 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the batch Library of Congress number for this MARC.   
 
2.7.4 Field 4 ISBN of Bib in Batch:   34 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the batch MARC ISBN number.   
 
2.7.5 Field 5 ISSN of Bib in Batch:   34 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the batch MARC ISSN number.   
 
2.7.6 Field 6 Title of Bib in Batch:   34 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the batch MARC Title.   
 
2.7.7 Field 7 ISBN of bib in database:   35 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the database MARC ISBN number.   
 
2.7.8 Field 8 ISSN of bib in database:   35 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the database MARC ISSN.   
 
2.7.9 Field 9 Title of bib in database:   35 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the database MARC Title.   
 
2.7.10 Field 10 LC Number of bib in database:   35 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display of the database Library of Congress number for this MARC.   
 
2.7.11 Field 11 Function Keys 
 
2.7.12 Field 12 Duplicate Bib Action:   mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the action for resolving a potential duplicate bibliographic record.  The 
importing software compared some of the key identifying values in the new bib to existing bibs in 
the catalog and found that the new bib matches a bib in the catalog.  The cataloger must 
determine the next action.  It is possible that the bib is really not a duplicate or an update, but a 
true new bib.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Discussion:  Function [Overlay Catalog's Bib with Imported Bib] will load the imported bib into the 
batch using the catalog's matching bib's MARC Number.  When the cataloger uses the Batch 
Control function [Updated to the Catalog], then at that point the new imported bib would replace 
the catalog's old bib.  The old bib's items (i.e., the holdings) are assumed by the new bib.  
Alternatively, the cataloger may manually CANCEL the bib in the batch prior to the Update to the 
Catalog function, thus protecting the old bib from the new bib. Because of the flexibility of this 
action, this action is the recommended choice, unless the cataloger knows that the bib is really 
new. 
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Function [Set Im ported Bib's Status to CANCEL] loads the new bib into the batch but sets the 
bib's status to CANCEL, making it impossible to Update the Catalog with the new bib.  
Nevertheless, the imported bib can be reviewed in the batch.   
 
Function [Create a new Bib for the Catalog] will create a new instance of the bib in the catalog.  
This new bib will be completely independent from the old bib, and will have its own holdings.  It is 
unusual to select this action.  If this action is erroneously selected, then the catalog will have 
duplicate bibs.  Note that the bib is idea of the title, and the items (i.e., the holdings) are the actual 
instances of the materials.  Items are attached to bibs.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Overlay Catalog's Bib with Imported Bib 
Set Imported Bib's Status to CANCEL 
Create a New Bib for the Catalog 
 
 
2.8 Overview to MARC bib Batch Control 
 
All importing, editing, or creating of MARC bibliographic records (bibs) occurs in a batch file.  A 
batch file is an intermediate file that does not effect the catalog until the batch is applied to the 
catalog via the function [Update Batch to Catalog].  Thus, the cataloger may take the necessary 
time to perfect a bib prior to having it exposed and indexed in the working database.   
 
If a MARC bib is imported from another source (such as OCLC, Library of Congress, NLM, or 
MARCIVE), those data are applied to the batch file where it may be more fully processed and 
tuned for the catalog.   
 
Conversely, if the MARC bib is in the catalog and it needs adjustments, then a batch may be 
created, and the bib added to the batch.  The changes made in the batch are not applied to the 
catalog until the Update occurs.   
 
Similarly, original cataloging takes place by creating a batch, and then creating a new MARC bib 
within the new batch.  The Update applies the new bib to the catalog.   
 
The format of this window implies the processing order.  First, a batch is selected.  Typically, this 
selection may be made by a preceding step of Importing a MARC bib file (see the discussed 
above).  Once the batch is determined, then the cataloger will typically work down the first column 
of functions, and then down the second column of functions.  Not all of the functions need to be 
run.  During this process, the Batch Control will look for some obvious simple problems ( e.g., 
multiple call numbers, MARCout conditions, etc.) and display associated error messages near the 
top of window until the problems are remedied.   
 
Only applicable functions will be selectable.  For example, until the batch is processed through 
function [Update Batch to Catalog], function [Item Creation] cannot be run.  Conversely, once 
function [Update Batch to Catalog] is run, then it cannot be run again (without changing the 
batch's status) nor can [Create a New Bib], [Add or Copy Existing Bibs], or [Edit Bib Functions] be 
used.   
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2.9 MARC Bibliographic Batch Control 
 
 

 
 
 
2.10 Fields:  MARC Bibliographic Batch Control 
 
 
 
2.10.1 Field 1 Count of Bibs in Batch:   8 characters, display only 
 
Reports how many MARC bibliographic records are in the batch.   
 
2.10.2 Field 2 Catalog Name:   50 characters, display only 
 
2.10.3 Field 3 Special Messages:   70 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display bib problems or a status report for the batch.  May be blank.   
 
2.10.4 Field 4 Function Keys 
 
2.10.5 Field 5 Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number.   
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2.10.6 Field 6 List Bibs in Batch:    
 
This function may be used to view a list of the MARC Bibliographic records in a specified batch.  
The report may be sent to the Workstation, the Default Printer, another Printer that is not the 
default, or a File.  The report may also be e-mailed to an entered e-mail address.   
 
   
SAMPLE REPORT:   
 
 Batch #: 24958    Status: DONE  Batch type: EXPORT  
 Date created:   12/02/97  
   
 MARC# OCLC#           Status  Tag 245 subfield a  
   
 62701 #38011859        DONE   Advances in supraventricular tachyc  
          ITEM# 386225  
 62702 #38006752        DONE   Airway management in pediatric anes  
          ITEM# 385173  
 62703 #38005249        DONE   Nonmelanoma skin cancer /  
          ITEM# 384497  
 62704 #37031309        DONE   Dietary fat and cancer :   
          ITEM# 382190  
 
2.10.7 Field 7 Display MARC Bibs in a Batch:    
 
This function displays all of the MARC bibliographic records in the batch according to the selected 
display properties.   
 
For example, a non-decoded display might look like this:   
 
 000 01105pam  2200301 a 4500  
 001 1982729  
 005 19900503152407.1  
 008 891115r19901988nyua     b    001 0 eng   
 010 $a    89048989  
 020 $a 0385267746 : $c $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 $9 (DLC)   89048989  
 040 $a DLC $c DLC $d DLC  
 050 10 $a TS171.4 $b .N67 1990  
 082 00 $a 620.8/2 $2 20  
 100 1# $a Norman, Donald A.   
 240 10 $a Psychology of everyday things  
 245 14 $a The design of everyday things / $c Donald A. Norman.   
 250 $a 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 ## $a New York : $b Doubleday, $c 1990, c1988.   
 300 $a xv, 257 p. : $b ill. ; $c 21 cm.   
 500 $a Reprint. Originally published: The psychology of everyday  
     things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 $a Includes index.   
 504 $a Includes bibliographical references (p. 241-247).   
 650 #0 $a Design, Industrial $x Psychological aspects.   
 650 #0 $a Human engineering.   
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A fully decoded display might look like this:   
 
000 - Leader =  
     00-04 - Logical record length = 01105  
     05 - Record status = p - Increase in encoding level from  
     prepublication  
     06 - Type of record = a - Language material  
     07 - Bibliographic level = m - Monograph/item  
     08 - Type of control = # - No specific type of control  
     09 - Character coding scheme = # - MARC-8  
     10 - Indicator count = 2  
     11 - Subfield code count = 2  
     12-16 - Base address of data = 00301  
     17 - Encoding level = # - Full level  
     18 - Descriptive cataloging form = a - AACR 2  
     19 - Linked record requirement = # - Related record not required  
     20 - Length of the length-of-field portion = 4  
     21 - Length of the starting-character-position portion = 5  
     22 - Length of the implementation-defined portion = 0  
     23 - Undefined Entry map character position = 0  
 001 - Control Number = 1982729  
 005 - Date and Time of Latest Transaction =  
     00-03 - Year = 1990  
     04-05 - Month = 05  
     06-07 - Day = 03  
     08-09 - Hour = 15  
     10-11 - Minute = 24  
     12-15 - Second = 07.1  
 008 - General Information =  
     00-05 - Date entered on file = 891115  
     06 - Type of date/Publication status = r - Reprint/reissue  
     date and original date  
     07-10 - Date 1 = 1990  
     11-14 - Date 2 = 1988  
     15-17 - Place of publication, production, or execution = nyu  
     - New York (State)  
     18 - Illustrations = a - Illustrations  
     19 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     20 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     21 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     22 - Target audience = # - Unknown or not specified  
     23 - Form of item = # - None of the following  
     24 - Nature of contents = b - Bibliographies  
     25 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     26 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     27 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     28 - Government publication = # - Not a government publication  
     29 - Conference publication = 0 - Not a conference publication  
     30 - Festschrift = 0 - Not a festschrift  
     31 - Index = 1 - Index present  
     32 - Undefined = #  
     33 - Literary form = 0 - Not fiction (not further specified)  
     34 - Biography = # - No biographical material  
     35-37 - Language = eng  
     38 - Modified record = # - Not modified  
     39 - Cataloging source = # - National bibliographic agency
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 010 - Library of Congress Control Number =  
     $a LC control number =    89048989  
 020 - International Standard Book Number =  
     $a International Standard Book Number = 0385267746 :   
     $c Terms of availability = $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 - System Control Number = $9  = (DLC)   89048989  
 040 - Cataloging Source =  
     $a Original cataloging agency = DLC  
     $c Transcribing agency = DLC  
     $d Modifying agency = DLC  
 050 - Library of Congress Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Existence in LC collection = 1 - Item is not in LC  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = TS171.4  
     $b Item number = .N67 1990  
 082 - Dewey Decimal Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Type of edition = 0 - Full edition  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = 620.8/2  
     $2 Edition number = 20  
 100 - Main Entry--Personal Name =  
     1st indicator - Type of personal name entry element = 1 - Surname  
     $a Personal name = Norman, Donald A.   
 240 - Uniform Title =  
     1st indicator - Uniform title printed or displayed = 1 - 
     Printed or displayed  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Uniform title = Psychology of everyday things  
 245 - Title Statement =  
     1st indicator - Title added entry = 1 - Title added entry  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 4 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Title = The design of everyday things /  
     $c Statement of responsibility, etc. = Donald A. Norman.   
 250 - Edition Statement =  
     $a Edition statement = 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 - Publication, Distribution, etc. =  
     1st indicator - Presence of publisher in imprint (BK MP MU  
     SE) [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     2nd indicator - Added entry/publisher relationship  (SE)  
     [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     $a Place of publication, distribution, etc. = New York :   
     $b Name of publisher, distributor, etc. = Doubleday,  
     $c Date of publication, distribution, etc. = 1990, c1988.   
 300 - Physical Description =  
     $a Extent = xv, 257 p. :   
     $b Other physical details = ill. ;   
     $c Dimensions = 21 cm.   
 500 - General Note =  
     $a General note = Reprint. Originally published: The  
     psychology of everyday  things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 - General Note = $a General note = Includes index.   
 504 - Bibliography, etc. Note =  
     $a Bibliography, etc. note = Includes bibliographical  
     references (p. 241-247). 
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 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information  
     provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Design,  
     Industrial  
     $x General subdivision = Psychological aspects.   
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information  
     provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Human  
     engineering.   
 
2.10.8 Field 8 Create a New Bib:    
 
Purpose:  To allow for original cataloging, i.e., a new bib is created in the batch.   
 
Format:  The MARC bib editor appears for editing tag 245, Title Statement.  The subfield $a, Title, 
must be completed, or the editor must be canceled.  If subfield $a, Title, is answered, then the 
remaining subfields and additional fields may be completed as well.   
 
2.10.9 Field 9 Add or Copy Existing Bibs:    
 
Purpose:  Add makes changes to an existing bib by moving its MARC data from the catalog into 
the batch for editing.  Copy creates a new bib by copying an existing MARC bib into the batch, 
clearing fields 001 Control Number and 003 Control Number Identifier, and assigning a new 
MARC Number.   
 
Format:  First, a small window clarifies is this an Add or Copy.  Then the OPAC is used to select 
the bib(s).   
 
If the function is Add, then once the OPAC selection is completed, the selected bibs are tested to 
make sure that the bibs are not in other active batches or part of another cataloging processes.  If 
the bibs are free of such impediments, or if the function is Copy, then the bibs' data enter the 
batch and are locked so that other catalogers cannot grab them for other cataloging tasks.  The 
MARC Bib Editor is then used to edit the bibs.   
 
Do not Copy a bib for the purpose of creating a second copy for holdings.  The MARC 
bibliographic record is independent of the holdings database record (and the inverse is true).  
Additional copies for holdings are managed through Create Items.  The bib is the idea of the title, 
whereas Items are the actual holdings.   
 
Copy is used to create a new bibliographic record for a similar title.  For example, some titles 
publish new editions regularly (e.g., Harrison's principles of internal medicine).  To create the new 
edition's bib, use function Copy on the previous edition's bib, and edit the copied bib to reflect the 
new changes.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Add or Copy Existing Bibs... 
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2.10.10 Field 10 Edit Bib Functions:   tab stop 
 
Function [Edit Bib Functions] invokes a menu of bib editing function as follows:   
 
         Fix Corrupt Bibs  
         NLM MARCout Conversion  
         Remove Undesired Local Tags  
         Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call#  
         Serial Initiation  
         MARC Bib Editor  
   
These functions are documented as part of the Bibliographic Editing Functions window.   
 
2.10.11 Field 11 Update Catalog with Batch:    
 
Purpose:  to apply the data in the batch to the catalog database.  Without this step, the catalog 
will never see the data.  Each bib with a status of OKPROCESS will be applied to the catalog.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Discussion:  All of the values in the batch file are not exposed in the catalog until the function 
[Update Catalog with Batch] is run.  Depending on the system set up, the update may be 
displayed in real-time in an update window, or the update may run in the background, freeing the 
window to do something else.   
 
Alternatively, if a batch's status is set to OKPROCESS, then the system will automatically update 
the catalog at night.   
 
2.10.12 Field 12 Report on Update to Catalog:    
 
This window may be used to generate the MARC Filer Report.  This report should be checked 
whenever a batch is filed to determine which, if any, records and/or tags did not file.  The report 
may be sent to the Workstation, the Default Printer, another Printer that is not the default, or a 
File.  The report may also be e-mailed to a specified e-mail address.   
 
   
   
SAMPLE REPORT:   
 
Batch Number 31  
 
  
  
MARC# 1 Tag: 100 NEW ENTRY: Asimov, 1920- made to Author Authority MARC# 1 Tag: 245 
NEW ENTRY: The man's...  made to Series Authority  
 
================================================================== 
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2.10.13 Field 13 Item Creation:    
 
Purpose:  To create the actual holdings information. The bib is the idea of the titled object, but not 
the actual instance of the holdings, therefore the bib is not the database component which is 
circulated.  In other words, the items are the actual copies, issues, and volumes that are the 
circulating collection.  Items are tied to the bibs, and record the individual bar code, volume, copy, 
year, location, circulation class (e.g., two weeks) and status (e.g., Available), etc.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Discussion:  Three sub-function can create these items, and one must be chosen.  The options 
are:   
 
    Manually create items for each bib  
    Automatically create one item for each bib  
    Convert the 852 holdings data into items  
   
These functions are discussed thoroughly elsewhere.   
 
2.10.14 Field 14 Create Labels:    
 
This function prints three types of labels:   
 
     - Spine Labels  
     - Pocket Labels  
     - Demco Spine and Pocket Labels  
   
All of the values collected on the window (except Batch Numbers) are stored in the database for 
re-use.   
 
The labels have a variable format:   
 
     - label length  
     - number of labels on a row  
     - most recent item's location  
     - most recent item number.   
   
Here is an example of 4 across spine labels:   
 
 QU            WA            QV            QA  
 145           950           4             276  
 W618u         D184b         H918          C337  
 1990          1995          1998          1990  
   
Here are the same labels, but with location and item numbers:   
 
 RES.          CircD         RES.          CircD  
 QU            WA            QV            QA  
 145           950           4             276  
 W618u         D184b         H918          C337  
 1990          1995          1998          1990  
                                                                   
   
 389256        389269        389270        389281 
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Pocket labels display the call number, the author, and the title:   
 
 QU        Whitney, Eleanor...     WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 145       Understanding           950       Biostatistics : / a  
 W618u     nutrition /             D184b     foundation for...   
 1990                              1995  
   
   
 QV        Brody, Theodore M.      QA        Casella, George.   
 4         Human pharmacology :    276       Statistical  
 H918      / molecular to...       C337      inference /  
 1998                              1990       
   
Pocket labels may also display location and item number values:   
 
 QU        Whitney, Eleanor...     WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 145       Understanding           950       Biostatistics : / a  
 W618u     nutrition /             D184b     foundation for...   
 1990      RES.           389256   1995      CircD          389269  
                                                               
                                                               
 QV        Brody, Theodore M.      QA        Casella, George.   
 4         Human pharmacology :    276       Statistical  
 H918      / molecular to...       C337      inference /  
 1998      RES.           389270   1990      CircD          389281  
   
The Demo 142-1685 Spine and Pocket label is a neat combination, portrayed here as a single 
column.  It is actually two columns.   
 
 QU          QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 145         145       Understanding  
 W618u       W618u     nutrition /  
 1990        1990       
                        
                        
             QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990       
                        
                        
 WA          WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 950         950       Biostatistics : / a  
 D184b       D184b     foundation for...   
 1995        1995       
                        
                        
             WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995
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The Demo 142-1685 may also show the location and item number on the pocket:   
 
 QU          QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 145         145       Understanding  
 W618u       W618u     nutrition /  
 1990        1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
             QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
 WA          WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 950         950       Biostatistics : / a  
 D184b       D184b     foundation for...   
 1995        1995      CircD          389269  
                        
                        
             WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995      CircD          389269  
   
or show location and item numbers on all of the labels:   
 
 RES.        QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 QU          145       Understanding  
 145         W618u     nutrition /  
 W618u       1990      RES.           389256  
 1990                   
                        
 389256      QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
 CircD       WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 WA          950       Biostatistics : / a  
 950         D184b     foundation for...   
 D184b       1995      CircD          389269  
 1995                   
                        
 389269      WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995      CircD          389269 
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2.10.15 Field 15 Change Batch Status:    
 
Purpose:  To change the status of a MARC batch. The batch statuses are:   
 
    CANCEL = the batch has been permanently rejected and rendered  
    unusable;   
   
    DONE = the batch has been applied to the database, although  
    some MARC records might still have the status of error;   
   
    ERROR = due to a failure in updating the batch to the  
    database;   
   
    FILING = the system is attempting to update the database;   
   
    HOLD = prevents the system from automatically updating  
    the database at night;   
   
    INUSE = the system or a user is manipulating the batch;   
   
    OKPROCESS = allows the system to automatically update the  
    database at night;   
   
A batch with the status of CANCEL cannot be modified.   
 
If a batch status is FILING or INUSE, do not change it unless it keeps that status for a long time 
(e.g., hours).  Before changing this condition, make sure the computer has not been too busy and 
there have been no other errors.   
 
If a batch status is ERROR or the batch has MARC records with the status of ERROR:   
 
   1. Edit the problematic MARC record  
   2. Change the status of the MARC records from ERROR to  
      OKPROCESS  
   3. Change the status of the batch from ERROR to OKPROCESS  
   4. Use function [Update Catalog with Batch].   
 
 
2.10.16 Field 16 Change Bib Status in the Batch:    
 
Purpose:  To specify the status of a bib in a batch. The possible statuses are:   
 
     - CANCEL which essentially removed the bib from the batch  
       (the record is still visible, but it cannot be edited nor  
       applied to the database);   
   
     - DONE indicates the bib was applied to the database;   
   
     - ERROR indicates a failed attempt was made to apply the  
       bib to the database;   
   
     - OKPROCESS indicates the bib may be edited or applied to  
       the database.   
   
A CANCEL or DONE record cannot have a status change.  Otherwise, a user may change the 
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status to either OKPROCESS or CANCEL.   
 
Format:  It is a toggle button selection.   
 
2.10.17 Field 17 Help on batch control:    
 
Purpose:  To provide both reference help and a tutorial on the batch control process.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
2.10.18 Field 18 Exit the Batch Editor:    
 
Purpose:  To stop the batch control program. All changes made during the session remain. 
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2.11 Overview to Bib Editing 
 
This window is accessed via function path [Cataloging], [Batch Control], and its function [Edit Bib 
Functions].  It is used to perfect bibs prior to updating the catalog.  Each of the editing functions 
are individually documented in the following test.   
 
 
2.12 Bibliographic Editing Functions 
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2.13 Fields:  Bibliographic Editing Functions 
 
2.13.1 Field 1 Catalog Name:   50 characters, display only 
 
2.13.2 Field 2 Last Function:   40 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  to display the last function used on this window.   
 
2.13.3 Field 3 Batch Number:   7 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number.   
 
2.13.4 Field 4 Status of the Process:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.   
 
2.13.5 Field 5 Function Keys 
 
2.13.6 Field 6 Editing Tools Menu:    
 
Purpose:  To specify the edit bibliographic edit function.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Discussion:   
 
Function [List Bibs in a Batch] displays the MARC Number and Title (245 $a) of each bib in the 
batch.   
 
Function [Fix Corrupt Bibs] makes the following corrections:   
 
1. Converts all indicators that are not 0 through 9 or the space character to the space character;   
 
2. Removes trailing spaces from subfield values;   
 
3. Removes subfields with no values;   
 
4. Removes tags with no subfields (obviously, steps 2 and 3 can result in this condition);   
 
5. When found in a subfield value, converts the Carriage Return or Linefeed character to a space. 
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Function [NLM MARCout Conversion] converts an NLM format to a standard bib format.  In some 
cases, NLM now uses a different MARC bib record format internally from the format it uses to 
distribute records to OCLC. If you choose to acquire records directly from NLM using a feature of 
NLM LOCATORplus, you will then have records in this non-standard format.  CyberTools 
provides a utility to convert these records to the standard format.  The utility allows you to specify 
which of four types of conversions to perform:   
 
1. Convert separate 650 age group, pregnancy tags to $x subfields on 650s.   
 
2. Convert 651 _2 $a geographic to $z in all 650s.   
 
3. Convert Form PTs in 655 _7 tags to $v subfields on 650s.   
 
4. Convert Genre PTs in 659 _7 tags to 655 _7 tags.   
 
This process is fully documented elsewhere.   
   
Function [Remove Undesired Local Tags] remove all undesired local MARC tags from a bib.  
These tags contain a 9, e.g., 590, and thus they are not part of the MARC 21 Bibliographic 
definitions.  If the MARC record was acquired from external source (e.g., LC, NLM, OCLC, or 
another library), then the record probably has local values in the MARC record, and those local 
notes should be at a tag containing a 9.  For example, if you acquired the MARC record from the 
Library of Congress or from the National Library of Medicine, the records will have many 900 level 
tags which are meaningless apart from the software that those libraries use.   
 
The user should look at the MARC records before selecting this function.  This Function will 
remove all tags containing a 9 except for tags specified in the field labeled Tags to find Call 
Numbers and in the field labeled Allowable Local Tags (9ers).  Both lists are controlled by the 
window called MARC Bibliographic Settings.   
 
Note:  regardless of the above two tag lists, tag 949 subfield a, with a value of SERIAL or 
OTHER, will not be removed since these values at this tag and subfield are special controls to 
this software package.   
 
Function [MARC Bib Editor] first forces the user to select a bib (if more than one is in the batch).  
Once a bib is selected, the bib is displayed in a MARC format. A field (tag) may be selected for a 
variety of function, e.g., Edit, Remove, Copy, etc.  The MARC Bib Editor is documented fully 
elsewhere.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
List Bibs in Batch... 
Fix Corrupt Bibs 
NLM MARCout Conversion... 
Remove Undesired Local Tags 
Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call# 
Serial Initiation 
MARC Bib Editor... 
Help... 
Return to Batch Control
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A MARC Import Holdings Profile defines the tags and subfields which can be used to 
automatically adjust bibs' call numbers according to the holdings, and/or to create items (i.e., 
holdings).  Multiple Profiles may be active at one time.  Conversely, a library may not have any 
Profiles.  Profiles are typically used during conversions from other automation systems, or by 
libraries with a cataloging service.   
  
As stated above, a Profile specifies which tag should be used, and how the tag's subfields map to 
the Item database.  For example, the standard CyberTools - MARCIVE Profile uses tag 852 and 
maps:  
 
Item Field    Tag Subfield  
-----------   ------------ 
     Call #   h  
   Location   b  
   Bar Code   p  
     Copy #   t  
     Volume   v  
      Price   9  
   
This is further documented at http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.  
com/library/MARCIVEBiblioDatabaseOutput.html.   
 
A tag for the Profile may repeat in the MARC bib, thus conveying more than one copy of the 
same title.  Repeating subfields within an occurrence of a tag are treated as additional copies.  
This is particularly true for data coming from the library system "Professional Software".   
 
Although unusual, more than one Profile may use the same tag, but the mapping should be 
different.  When this situation occurs, the software prompts the user to select the correct Profile.   
 
The Profile is used for two tasks.  First, the holding's call numbers are compared to the call 
number tags used in the catalog.  Second, the Imported MARC bib's holdings data are converted 
to circulation items.   
 
The first task occurs automatically at the end of the import, or may be performed manually via 
function [Batch Control \ Edit Bib Functions \ Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers 
Tags].  It is used for conversions from other automation systems or when receiving MARC bibs 
from a contract cataloging source.  This function takes the call number from the tag and subfield 
mapped in the Profile for Call Numbers, and compares that value to those found in the bib's call 
number tags:   
 
     050  Library of Congress Call Number  
     060  National Library of Medicine Call Number  
     082  Dewey Decimal Call Number  
     090  Local LC Call Number  
     092  Local Dewey Decimal Call Number  
     096  Local NLM Call Number  
     099  Local Unspecified Call Number  
   
Only the call numbers that the library uses are compared.  
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If the holding's call number is not found in the above call number tags, then the holding's call 
number is copied to a 09X tag accordingly:   
 
1) If the value is a NLM classification (i.e., starts with QR, QZ or W), then the software 
automatically copies the value to 096 $a only if there is no 096, otherwise it is copied to 099 $a.   
 
2) If the value is a LC classification (i.e., does not start with QR, QZ or W and is not Dewey), then 
it is copied to 099 $a.  
 
3) If the value is a Dewey classification, then it is copied to 092 $a if there is none, otherwise it is 
copied to 099 $a.  
 
Please note that a Profile can be managed from the function [MARC Bib Import Holdings 
Profiles].   
 
The second task occurs after running function [Batch Control \ Update Catalog with Batch].  It is 
automatic, but can also be run manually.  In this function, items are created from the Profile 
mapping.   
 
As an example, given this abbreviated MARC bib:   
 
 010  $a 89-6056  
 060  0# $a WS 105 $b V369c 1990  
 245  10 $a Child and adolescent development : $b clinical  
      implications / $c Victor C. Vaughan III, Iris F. Litt.   
 852  ## $b GENERAL $h WS 105 V36 1990  
   
852 $h states that this item's call number is different than the bib's (at 060 $a & $b), and that the 
item is in location GENERAL (COLLECTION).   
 
Immediately after importing the bib, the software will prompt:   
 
 ----Compare and process holdings Call Numbers for the bibs'----- 
 | The imported MARC bibs match your Holdings Profile.          |  
 | Please select the Profile to move the Holdings' Call         |  
 | Number(s) into the appropriate MARC tag for call numbers.    |  
 | ( ) 1 CyberTools - MARCIVE 852 Profile                       |  
 |--------------------------------------------------------------|  
 | [Cancel]                                                     |  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
If the Profile is selected, then the item's Call Number WS 105 V36 1990 will be copied to the 
MARC bib tag 096, thus becoming the call number for the bib at this library.  Conversely, if 
[Cancel] is selected, then the comparison is not run but may be run later via function [Edit Bib 
Functions \ Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers Tags].   
 
After running function [Update Catalog with Batch], the software will prompt:   
 
 ----------Generate Items from Holdings Profile?------------- 
 | The MARC bibs match your Holdings Profile.               |  
 | Please select the Profile to generate items accordingly: |  
 | ( ) 1 CyberTools - MARCIVE 852 Profile                   |  
 |----------------------------------------------------------|  
 | [Cancel]                                                 |  
 ------------------------------------------------------------
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If the Profile is selected, then the software creates an item in location General Collection for this 
title.  Conversely, if [Cancel] is selected, then items are not created, although this function can be 
run manually later via function [Item Creation].   
 
The function first scans all of the Profile tags for all of the bibs in the batch.   
 
If a bib lacks the Profile tag, then the software will not create an item for the bib.   
 
If a bib has a Profile tag that lacks a location, then the program uses the New Books Location 
value established by function [Properties/New Items Circulation Defaults].   
 
If a bib has a Profile location that matches a value Circulation Location table (found in function 
[Properties]), then an item is created for that bib, and the item is associated with the specified 
location.  
 
If the program finds a Profile location is not found in the Location Table, then the program will 
place the undocumented location in a report and the conversion process stops:  items cannot be 
created until the location discrepancies are resolved.  The cataloger typically corrects either the 
Locations Table and/ or corrects the bib's Profile Location subfield values.  When it is creating 
items, the batch might have to be re-imported and the Profile Location subfield edited.  Since the 
items do not use the location values literally (i.e., the location value is found in the table and 
converted to a database pointer to the entity in the table), then the following solution may be 
employed.  Edit the location table so that the following Location fields:   
 
     Description  
     Staff Display  
     OPAC Display  
     Spine Display  
   
reflect the variations in location names that might be found.  For example, the default system is 
delivered with a location Reference.  It has the short name of "Ref.".  If a bib has a Profile 
Location subfield with a value of REF (note that it is missing the period), then the conversion 
program will not be able to match REF to Reference.  The conversion program is not case 
sensitive, but it is phrase and punctuation sensitive.   
 
Since the bib is already updated to the catalog, you probably do not want to re-import it and edit 
the tag, particularly if this is the initial conversion, although re-importing and editing is an option.  
Instead, go into the Back Office function [Properties] and select function [Circulation Locations].  
Select location Reference and you will see:   
 
          Location Description: Reference  
                 Staff Display: Ref.   
                  OPAC Display: Ref.   
                 Spine Display: Ref.   
  
Edit the Staff display from "Ref." to "REF", i.e., without the period:   
 
          Location Description: Reference  
                 Staff Display: REF  
                  OPAC Display: Ref.   
                 Spine Display: Ref.   
  
Go back and run the Function [MARC Batch Control \ Item Creation], select your Profile, and it 
will now process the REF value.  Once done, you may choose to re-edit the Staff Display value 
back to "Ref.".  
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Serials Management interacts with Profile processing.  If the bib was previously initialized for 
Serials Management, then the imported holdings are ignored.  But, if the bib has no items in the 
database, and the imported holdings location matches a Circulation Location set up for Serials 
Management, then the bib is automatically initialized for Serials Management while running 
function [Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers Tags].  
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2.14 Call Number Processing 
 
Calls Numbers are determined by a powerful and flexible algorithm.  In the Catalog function 
[Defaults] (also found in Properties as function [Catalog Defaults]), field "Call Numbers Tags for 
this Catalog" specifies the MARC tag priority for applying a call number value.  For a health 
science library, the typical order is:   
 
  099 Local Unspecified Call Number   
  096 Local NLM Call Number   
  060 National Library of Medicine Call Number   
  090 Local LC Call Number   
  050 Library of Congress Call Number  
   
For a library using LC Classification, the typical order is:   
 
  099 Local Unspecified Call Number   
  090 Local LC Call Number   
  050 Library of Congress Call Number  
  096 Local NLM Call Number   
  060 National Library of Medicine Call Number   
   
For a library on Dewey, the typical order is:   
 
  099 Local Unspecified Call Number   
  092 Local Dewey Decimal Call Number  
  082 Dewey Decimal Call Number  
   
When the Batch Control function [Update Catalog with Batch] is run, the filing software starts with 
the first tag on the list.  If the bib has that tag, then the bib receives that call number.  If not, the 
software goes down the list until a tag from the list is found in the bib.   
 
For example, given this bib in a health science library:   
 
   050 00 $a Z6658 $b .I54 1994 $a R118.6  
   060 ## $a ZWB 100 R784i 1994  
   096 ## $a ZWB 100 I61 1994  
   245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health  
           sciences / $c Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   
Then using the first table of call numbers (099, 096, 060, 090, 050), this bib will have the call 
number ZWB 100 I61 1994.  If 096 were missing, then ZWB 100 R784i 1994 would be the call 
number.   
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If the bib is this:   
 
   020 $a 0810828898  
   050 00 $a Z6658 $b .I54 1994 $a R118.6  
   060 ## $a ZWB 100 R784i 1994  
   096 ## $a ZWB 100 I61 1994  
   099 ## INTERNET  
   245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health  
           sciences / $c Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   856 ## $u http://www.rentabook.com/book?0810828898  
  
then the call number would be INTERNET.   
 
When more than one of the same tag exists in a bib, then the last occurrence is used.  For 
example, given:   
 
   050 00 $a Z6658 $b .I54 1994 $a R118.6  
   060 ## $a ZWB 100 R784i 1994  
   096 ## $a ZWB 100 I61 1994  
   096 ## $a ZWB 100 I61i 1994  
   245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health  
          sciences / $c Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   
If 096 is the first matching tag in the priority list, then the call number would be ZWB 100 I61i 
1994.   
 
Only the first subfield a is used, but all subsequent subfields b are used.  Given:   
 
   050 00 $a Z6658 $b .I54 1994 $a R118.6  
   
then the LC call number would be  
 
   Z6658 .I54 1994  
   
Typically, cutters with decimals do not display the decimal in the OPAC.   
 
Bibs imported from the National Library of Medicine often contain more than two 060 fields, e.g.,  
 
   060 00 $a 1993 A-526  
   060 10 $a QV 770 JC6 $b B474c 1993  
   245 10 $a Chinese herbal medicine : $b materia medica /  
          $c compiled and translated by Dan Bensky and Andrew  
          Gamble, with Ted Kaptchuk ; illustrations adapted by  
          Lilian Lai Bensky.   
   
Notice the first 060.  This value would be ignored and the second 060 would be used.   
 
If the call number is three or more X's, then it is not displayed.   
 
If no tags are available, then the call number is ZZZZZ.   
 
Any of the 09X tags may be freely edited.  Conversely, 050, 060, and 082 should not be edited 
(except by those authorities or as actual corrections).  When in doubt, give tag 099 the value you 
want the bib to have.  
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When holdings are created, an item does not need an individual call number unless there are 
more than one items for the title and one or more of the items' call number(s) do not match the 
title's call number.  Therefore, if there is only one item, then it never should have a unique call 
number since the bib should have the correct call number.  The item always inherits the bib's call 
number except when individual items vary from the bib.   
 
If the catalog is in a multiple library configuration, and the catalog does not use the same call 
number tag priority order as the system default (as determined by function [Properties/System 
Management/Shared Catalog Management]), then the item automatically copies a call number 
into item's Call Number field according to its own [Catalog Defaults] field "Call Numbers Tags for 
this Catalog" list.  For example, given a system with a liberal arts library (LC), an engineering 
library (LC), and a health science library (NLM), then the system default would be:   
 
  
  099 Local Unspecified Call Number   
  090 Local LC Call Number   
  050 Library of Congress Call Number  
  096 Local NLM Call Number   
  060 National Library of Medicine Call Number   
   
while the health science library uses:   
 
  099 Local Unspecified Call Number   
  096 Local NLM Call Number   
  060 National Library of Medicine Call Number   
  090 Local LC Call Number   
  050 Library of Congress Call Number  
   
Therefore, items created in the LC catalogs would typically not have embedded call numbers but 
would use the call numbers from the bibs, whereas the health science library would automatically 
have a call number copied to the items.   
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2.15 Indexing 
 
The following table indicates which subfields are indexed into which indexes.   
                                           Authority     Keyword  
 Tag Name                               Index  subfield  subfield  
 005 Control Number                      Numbers   n/a  
 010 Library of Congress Control Number  Numbers   a  
 020 ISBN                                Numbers   a  
 022 ISSN                                Numbers   a  
 050 Library of Congress Call Number     Call#     ab  
 060 NLM Call Number                     Call#     ab  
 082 Dewey Decimal Call Number           Call#     ab  
 084 Other Classification Number         Call#     ab  
 090 Local LC Call Number                Call#     ab  
 096 Local NLM Call Number               Call#     ab  
 099 Local Call Number, unspecified      Call#     ab  
 100 ME Personal Name                    Name      ad       a  
 110 ME Corporate Name                   Name      ab       ab  
 111 ME Meeting Name                     Name      a        a  
 130 ME Uniform Title                    Title     a        abh  
 245 Title Statement                     Title     a        abh  
 246 Varying Form of Title               Title     a        abh  
 400 SS/AE Personal Name                 Title     at       atv  
 410 SS/AE Corporate Name                Title     abt      abtv  
 411 SS/AE Meeting Name                  Title     at       atv  
 440 SS/AE Title                         Title     a        av  
 490 Series Statement                    Title     a        av  
 600 SAE Personal Name                   Subject   ad       a  
 610 SAE Corporate Name                  Subject   ab       ab  
 611 SAE Meeting Name                    Subject   a        a  
 650 SAE Topical Term                    Subject   axyzv    axyzv  
 651 SAE Geographic Name                 Subject   a        a  
 655 Genre/Form                          Subject   a        a  
 659 Genre                               Subject   a        a  
 690 Obsolete Forms                                         a  
 700 AE Personal Name                    Name      ad       a  
 710 AE Corporate Name                   Name      ab       ab  
 711 AE Meeting Name                     Name      a        a  
 730 AE Uniform Title                    Title     a        ah  
 740 AE Uncontrolled Related/Analytical Title  
                                         Title     a        ah  
 753 System Details Access To Computer Files  
                                         Title     a        abc  
 780 Preceding Entry                     Title     adt      a  
 785 Succeeding Entry                    Title     adt      a  
 800 AE Personal Name                    Title     at       atv  
 810 AE Corporate Name                   Title     abt      abtv  
 811 AE Meeting Name                     Title     at       atv  
 830 AE Uniform Title                    Title     a        av  
 840 AE Title                            Title     a        av  
   
 AE = Added Entry    ME = Main Entry   SAE = Subject Added Entry  
 SS/AE = Series Statement/Added Entry  
All indexed tokens are normalized.  For example, trailing "s" are removed, and diphthongs are 
compressed (e.g., "ae" becomes "a" and "oe" becomes "o").  Punctuation is removed. 
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2.16 Overview to List MARC Bibs in a Batch 
 
This function may be used to view a list of the MARC Bibliographic records in a specified batch.  
The report may be sent to the Workstation, the Default Printer, another Printer that is not the 
default, or a File.  The report may also be e-mailed to an entered e-mail address.   
 
   
SAMPLE REPORT:   
 
 Batch #: 24958    Status: DONE  Batch type: EXPORT  
 Date created:   12/02/97  
   
 MARC# OCLC#           Status  Tag 245 subfield a  
   
 62701 #38011859        DONE   Advances in supraventricular tachyc  
          ITEM# 386225  
 62702 #38006752        DONE   Airway management in pediatric anes  
          ITEM# 385173  
 62703 #38005249        DONE   Nonmelanoma skin cancer /  
          ITEM# 384497  
 62704 #37031309        DONE   Dietary fat and cancer :   
          ITEM# 382190  
 
 
2.17 List MARC Bibs in a Batch 
 
 

 
 
 
2.18 Fields:  List MARC Bibs in a Batch 
 
 
 
2.18.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.18.2 Field 2 Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number.   
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2.18.3 Field 3 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit 
 
 
2.19 Overview to Display MARC Bib Details in a Batch 
 
This function displays all of the MARC bibliographic records in the batch according to the selected 
display properties.   
 
For example, a non-decoded display might look like this:   
 
 000 01105pam  2200301 a 4500  
 001 1982729  
 005 19900503152407.1  
 008 891115r19901988nyua     b    001 0 eng   
 010 $a    89048989  
 020 $a 0385267746 : $c $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 $9 (DLC)   89048989  
 040 $a DLC $c DLC $d DLC  
 050 10 $a TS171.4 $b .N67 1990  
 082 00 $a 620.8/2 $2 20  
 100 1# $a Norman, Donald A.   
 240 10 $a Psychology of everyday things  
 245 14 $a The design of everyday things / $c Donald A. Norman.   
 250 $a 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 ## $a New York : $b Doubleday, $c 1990, c1988.   
 300 $a xv, 257 p. : $b ill. ; $c 21 cm.   
 500 $a Reprint. Originally published: The psychology of everyday  
     things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 $a Includes index.   
 504 $a Includes bibliographical references (p. 241-247).   
 650 #0 $a Design, Industrial $x Psychological aspects.   
 650 #0 $a Human engineering.    
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A fully decoded display might look like this:   
 
000 - Leader =  
     00-04 - Logical record length = 01105  
     05 - Record status = p - Increase in encoding level from  
     prepublication  
     06 - Type of record = a - Language material  
     07 - Bibliographic level = m - Monograph/item  
     08 - Type of control = # - No specific type of control  
     09 - Character coding scheme = # - MARC-8  
     10 - Indicator count = 2  
     11 - Subfield code count = 2  
     12-16 - Base address of data = 00301  
     17 - Encoding level = # - Full level  
     18 - Descriptive cataloging form = a - AACR 2  
     19 - Linked record requirement = # - Related record not required  
     20 - Length of the length-of-field portion = 4  
     21 - Length of the starting-character-position portion = 5  
     22 - Length of the implementation-defined portion = 0  
     23 - Undefined Entry map character position = 0  
 001 - Control Number = 1982729  
 005 - Date and Time of Latest Transaction =  
     00-03 - Year = 1990  
     04-05 - Month = 05  
     06-07 - Day = 03  
     08-09 - Hour = 15  
     10-11 - Minute = 24  
     12-15 - Second = 07.1  
 008 - General Information =  
     00-05 - Date entered on file = 891115  
     06 - Type of date/Publication status = r - Reprint/reissue  
     date and original date  
     07-10 - Date 1 = 1990  
     11-14 - Date 2 = 1988  
     15-17 - Place of publication, production, or execution = nyu  
     - New York (State)  
     18 - Illustrations = a - Illustrations  
     19 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     20 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     21 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     22 - Target audience = # - Unknown or not specified  
     23 - Form of item = # - None of the following  
     24 - Nature of contents = b - Bibliographies  
     25 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     26 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     27 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     28 - Government publication = # - Not a government publication  
     29 - Conference publication = 0 - Not a conference publication  
     30 - Festschrift = 0 - Not a festschrift  
     31 - Index = 1 - Index present  
     32 - Undefined = #  
     33 - Literary form = 0 - Not fiction (not further specified)  
     34 - Biography = # - No biographical material  
     35-37 - Language = eng  
     38 - Modified record = # - Not modified  
     39 - Cataloging source = # - National bibliographic agency
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 010 - Library of Congress Control Number =  
     $a LC control number =    89048989 
 020 - International Standard Book Number =  
     $a International Standard Book Number = 0385267746 :   
     $c Terms of availability = $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 - System Control Number = $9  = (DLC)   89048989  
 040 - Cataloging Source =  
     $a Original cataloging agency = DLC  
     $c Transcribing agency = DLC  
     $d Modifying agency = DLC  
 050 - Library of Congress Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Existence in LC collection = 1 - Item is not in LC  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = TS171.4  
     $b Item number = .N67 1990  
 082 - Dewey Decimal Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Type of edition = 0 - Full edition  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = 620.8/2  
     $2 Edition number = 20  
 100 - Main Entry--Personal Name =  
     1st indicator - Type of personal name entry element = 1 - Surname  
     $a Personal name = Norman, Donald A.   
 240 - Uniform Title =  
     1st indicator - Uniform title printed or displayed = 1 - 
     Printed or displayed  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Uniform title = Psychology of everyday things  
 245 - Title Statement =  
     1st indicator - Title added entry = 1 - Title added entry  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 4 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Title = The design of everyday things /  
     $c Statement of responsibility, etc. = Donald A. Norman.   
 250 - Edition Statement =  
     $a Edition statement = 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 - Publication, Distribution, etc. =  
     1st indicator - Presence of publisher in imprint (BK MP MU  
     SE) [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     2nd indicator - Added entry/publisher relationship  (SE)  
     [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     $a Place of publication, distribution, etc. = New York :   
     $b Name of publisher, distributor, etc. = Doubleday,  
     $c Date of publication, distribution, etc. = 1990, c1988.   
 300 - Physical Description =  
     $a Extent = xv, 257 p. :   
     $b Other physical details = ill. ;   
     $c Dimensions = 21 cm.   
 500 - General Note =  
     $a General note = Reprint. Originally published: The  
     psychology of everyday  things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 - General Note = $a General note = Includes index.   
 504 - Bibliography, etc. Note =  
     $a Bibliography, etc. note = Includes bibliographical  
     references (p. 241-247). 
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 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information  
     provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Design,  
     Industrial  
     $x General subdivision = Psychological aspects.   
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information  
     provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Human  
     engineering.   
 
 
2.20 Display MARC Bib Details in a Batch 
 
 

 
 
 
2.21 Fields:  Display MARC Bib Details in a Batch 
 
 
 
2.21.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.21.2 Field 2 Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number. 
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2.21.3 Field 3 Decode MARC Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Fields (==tags) 
Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields 
 
Purpose:  To specify various output properties for a MARC bibliographic record.  The term Fields 
is synonymous with Tag.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Note that selecting Leader & Control Fields Coded Values 
will also display the Property Leader & Control Fields names.  Similarly, selecting Subfields 
Coded Values will force Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields names to be displayed.   
 
   
Discussion:   
 
Fields will display the field name along with the tag number.  For example, field 245 will be 
displayed as:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:   
   
   
Property Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions will separate the fields by position, show 
the position number(s) and the position's title, followed by the position's value for that record.  
Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an example, the 008 
values are:   
 
     008 941215s1994 xxu|||| |||| 00||0|eng b  
      
Decoding the first field results in:   
 
     008 - Fixed-Length Data Elements:   
         00-05 - Date entered on file = 941215  
         06 - Type of date/Publication status = s - Single known  
         date/probable date  
   
Note that the "s" is decoded to its full text value.   
 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields will display a subfield's name next to the subfield 
character.  Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an 
example, the standard display is:   
 
     245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health  
            sciences / $c [edited by] Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne  
            Boorkman. 
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The decoded display is:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:  
      1st Ind. - Title added entry = 0 - No title added entry  
      2nd Ind. - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of nonfiling  
      characters present  
      $a - Title = Introduction to reference sources in the health  
      sciences  
      $c - Statement of responsibility, etc. = [edited by] Fred W.   
      Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   
Note that undefined indicators are not displayed.  
 
Furthermore, subfield coded values are decoded for these fields' subfields:   
 
   010 Library of Congress Control Number  $8 Field link and  
       sequence number  
   034 Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data  $a Category of  
       scale  
   042 Authentication Code  $a Authentication code  
   046 Special Coded Dates  $a Type of date code  
   760 Main Series Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   762 Subseries Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   765 Original Language Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   767 Translation Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   770 Supplement/Special Issue Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   772 Parent Record Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   773 Host Item Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   774 Constituent Unit Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   775 Other Edition Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   776 Additional Physical Form Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   777 Issued with Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   780 Preceding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   785 Succeeding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   786 Data Source Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   787 Nonspecific Relationship Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   
For example, if a book is coded with  
 
     042 $a nlmcopyc  
   
then the full decoding is:   
 
   042 - Authentication Code   
     $a Authentication code = nlmcopyc - National Library of  
     Medicine copy  
 
2.21.4 Field 4 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation   Default Printer   Other Printer   File   E-mail   Quit
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2.22 Overview to MARC Conversion Preferences 
 
In some cases, NLM now uses a different MARC bib record format internally from the format it 
uses to distribute records to OCLC. If you choose to acquire records directly from NLM using a 
feature of NLM LOCATORplus, you will then have records in this non-standard format.  
CyberTools provides a utility to convert these records to the standard format.   
 
The utility allows you to specify which of four types of conversions to perform:   
 
1. Convert separate 650 age group, pregnancy tags to $x subfields on 650s.   
 
If there are one or more 650 22 tags containing one of a short list of age terms or "Pregnancy" as 
a subfield, the terms will be added in x subfields to all the 650 MeSH tags with "$9 a" NLM 
markers, multiplying them as necessary to keep one x subfield per tag.  The 650 22 tags will be 
eliminated.  See example below.   
 
2. Convert 651 _2 $a geographic to $z in all 650s.   
 
If there is exactly one 651 _2, the Geographic term in the a subfield will be applied to all 650 
MeSH tags as z subfields and the 651 tag will be eliminated.   
 
3. Convert Form PTs in 655 _7 tags to $v subfields on 650s.   
 
If there is exactly one 655 _7, the Form PT term in a subfield will be applied to all 650 MeSH tags 
as v subfields and the 655 tag will be eliminated.  The term identified must be one of a list of 
Publication Types that NLM considers a form.   
 
4. Convert Genre PTs in 659 _7 tags to 655 _7 tags.   
 
This option converts 659 _7 tags (with "mesh" as the content of subfield 2) to 655 _7 tags.  These 
are Publications Types that NLM considers genres.   
 
For further discussion of these formats and their conversion you can read the CyberTools 
document "MeSH 1999 Update" (which follows) and NLM's "Application of MeSH for Medical 
Catalogers" (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/tsd/cataloging/mainpge.html).   
 
When you use MARCout you will be given the opportunity to specify which conversions to 
perform, and to save and reuse the list of preferences that you have specified.  Below are some 
examples of the use of MARCout.   
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Let's look at a MARC bib for an example for 1999 publication, Manual of pediatric critical care, 
prior to the conversion:   
 
 000  01194pam  2200397 a 4500  
 001  854997  
 005  19990503164514.0  
 008  981015s1999    moua|||  bf|| 001|0|eng b  
 010  $a 98-47493  
 020  $a 0815142307  
 035  $9 9817645  
 040  $a DNLM $c DNLM  
 041  09 $a eng  
 044  $9 United States  
 060  00 $a 1999 C-321  
 060  10 $a WY 49 $b H429m 1999  
 100  1# $a Hazinski, Mary Fran.   
 245  10 $a Manual of pediatric critical care / $c Mary Fran  
     Hazinski.   
 246  30 $a Pediatric critical care  
 260  ## $a St. Louis : $b Mosby, $c c1999.   
 300  $a xii, 688 p. : $b ill.   
 500  $a "This manual developed as a condensed revision of the second 
     edition of Nursing care of the critically ill child."--Pref.   
 504  $a Includes bibliographical references and index.   
 650  12 $a Critical Care $9 a  
 650  12 $a Nursing Care $9 a  
 650  22 $a Infant  
 650  22 $a Child  
 655  #7 $a Handbooks $2 mesh  
 730  0# $a Nursing care of the critically ill child.   
   
Here is the same bib after the conversion:   
 
  000  01194pam  2200397 a 4500  
 001  854997  
 005  20001122163254.0  
 008  981015s1999    moua|||  bf|| 001|0|eng b  
 010  $a 98-47493  
 020  $a 0815142307  
 035  $9 9817645  
 040  $a DNLM $c DNLM  
 041  09 $a eng  
 044  $9 United States  
 060  10 $a WY 49 $b H429m 1999  
 100  1# $a Hazinski, Mary Fran.   
 245  10 $a Manual of pediatric critical care / $c Mary Fran Hazinski.   
 246  30 $a Pediatric critical care  
 260  ## $a St. Louis : $b Mosby, $c c1999.   
 300  $a xii, 688 p. : $b ill.   
 500  $a "This manual developed as a condensed revision of the second 
     edition of Nursing care of the critically ill child."--Pref.   
 504  $a Includes bibliographical references and index.   
 650  12 $a Critical Care $x Infant $v Handbooks  
 650  12 $a Nursing Care $x Infant $v Handbooks  
 650  12 $a Critical Care $x Child $v Handbooks  
 650  12 $a Nursing Care $x Child $v Handbooks  
 730  0# $a Nursing care of the critically ill child. 
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2.23 MeSH 1999 
 
 
Portions of this material were previously published as part of the CyberTools MeSH 1999 Update 
document, mu1999let.doc under the section "V. NLM Cataloging Changes and What We are 
Doing About Them." Minor changes have been made to make this material more relevant to this 
context.   
 
Prior to 1999, multifaceted subject descriptors were created by stringing subfields together as:   
 
650 _2 $a Main heading / $x topical subheading / $z geographic / $v publication type/genre 
[formerly form subheading] / $x language  
 
As of 1999 a number of subfields are split off into separate 650 tags, or into other tags in NLM 
LocatorPLUS. These are then in many cases reinserted into the 650 tag for distribution to OCLC, 
etc. These aggregates are called MARCout (after the conversion program) or Distributed 
Structure (after the purpose). Example of geographic information moved to the 651 tag:   
 
     Distributed Structure  
     650 12 $a Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome $x epidemiology  
            $z Texas  
     650 22 $a Prisoners $x psychology $z Texas  
   
     NLM LOCATORplus Structure  
     650 12 $a Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome $x epidemiology  
     650 22 $a Prisoners $x psychology  
     651 _2 $a Texas $x epidemiology  
   
Note that if previously the $z Texas was associated with either the primary or the secondary 
heading, it will now be associated with both in the external format.   
 
Since NLM recommends that catalogers use the Distributed Structure when cataloging at their 
own institutions, we will continue to support that structure. Because users of NLM LOCATORplus 
can save entries that they look up in MARC format and then import them (and there may be other 
ways), we:   
 
 1. Support the older structure;   
 2. Index relevant tags we have not indexed before to support the  
    new structure;   
 3. Provide the MARCout utility that (where possible) can  
    transform the NLM LOCATORplus structure into the Distributed  
    Structure.   
   
   
Specific Issues  
 
1. MARC TAG 650 subfield $z (geographic subdivision)  
 
Examples of this format are given above. In the past we have indexed the $z subfield if it is a 
MeSH qualifier, and we will continue to do so. 
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Beginning with this MeSH Update we will now index the 651 tag $a subfield descriptor and the 
field will be searchable by Keyword. We are also providing a MARCout conversion option that can 
be applied if:   
 
     - there is only one 651 tag, and;   
     - the 650 tag(s) have no $z subfield, and;  
     - the value of the 651 $a subfield is equal to the value of  
       a MeSH qualifier.  
   
The MARCout conversion option will remove the 651 tag and embed an appropriately valued $z 
subfield in the 650 tag.   
 
The first two conditions above are those that must be true to know how to perform the conversion. 
The third condition is not much of a barrier to converting the tag (at least for 1999), as almost all 
of the MeSH geographic descriptors are echoed in geographic qualifiers.   
 
   
2. MARC TAG 650 subfield $x "in ..." age groups as check tags  
 
Quoting from "Application of MeSH for Medical Catalogers":   
 
Although 1999 MeSH continues to list the "in ... " phrase topical subheadings for age groups, e.g., 
"in infancy & childhood," etc., NLM catalogers no longer use these to qualify a main heading or 
main heading and topical subheading combination. In their place, the check tag for a specific age 
group (i.e., Child, Adult, etc.) or Pregnancy is used to qualify a main heading or main heading/ 
topical subheading combination.   
 
This first issue is more a problem for MeSH 2000 when these terms are expected to go away. 
The complete list is:   
 
     in adolescence  
     in adulthood  
     in infancy & childhood  
     in middle age  
     in old age  
     in pregnancy    
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The following is a list of age groups that will be used by NLM as topical subheadings:  
 
     Infant, Newborn  
     Infant  
     Child, Preschool  
     Child  
     Adolescence  
     Adult  
     Middle Age  
     Aged  
   
We may provide a conversion utility to assist in converting these terms.  The age group terms that 
are subject headings do not necessarily map one-to-one with the deprecated qualifiers, e.g. there 
are "Infant" and "Child" -- how do we map "in infancy and childhood"?  
 
NLM is discontinuing the use of these qualifiers, and this necessitates the application of 
architectural changes this year to support MARC records that NLM distributes. Here are 
examples of the two NLM formats:  
 
     Distributed Structure  
     650 12 $a Child Development  
     650 22 $a Communication $x Infant, Newborn  
     650 22 $a Communication $x Infant  
     650 22 $a Communication $x Child, Preschool  
     650 22 $a Communication $x Child  
     650 22 $a Learning $x Infant, Newborn  
     650 22 $a Learning $x Infant  
     650 22 $a Learning $x Child, Preschool  
     650 22 $a Learning $x Child  
     650 22 $a Thinking $x Infant, Newborn  
     650 22 $a Thinking $x Infant  
     650 22 $a Thinking $x Child, Preschool  
     650 22 $a Thinking $x Child  
   
     NLM LOCATORplus Structure  
     650 12 $a Child Development  
     650 22 $a Communication [$9 a]  
     650 22 $a Learning [$9 a]  
     650 22 $a Thinking [$9 a]  
     650 22 $a Infant, Newborn  
     650 22 $a Infant  
     650 22 $a Child, Preschool  
     650 22 $a Child  
   
Note: Subfield $9 a is an internal subfield to be used with the MARCout conversion program to 
append an age group to a main heading.  
 
The problem for this application is that the age group terms that will be distributed in the $x 
subfields by NLM are descriptors and this is a position where this application only allows 
qualifiers. We are adding a list of descriptors that can be used as qualifiers (call it the Qualifying 
Descriptor Table) that for now just contains the age group terms, Pregnancy, and certain form 
terms (see below). In the future we may formalize this as a user editable table. This Qualifying 
Descriptor Table will contain for each term the tag(s) and subfields(s) where the term' s use is 
appropriate. In other words, a particular term is correctly used in particular tag and subfield 
combinations. The table will show that the term "Humor", for example, will be allowed in subfield 
$v of 650 tags and in subfield $a of 655 tags, but not in other contexts. 
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Armed with this table we are:   
 
a. Able to validate the Distributed Structure above and allow keyword search for an age group in 
the $x subfield.   
 
b. Providing an option in the MARCout utility to transform the NLM LOCATORplus Structure to 
the Distributed Structure.   
 
   
3. MARC tag 650 subfield $v (Form Subdivision) and the 655 tag (form/genre)  
 
Terms of these types are being treated by NLM in several different ways that are discussed 
below. At present this application is not indexing this subfield or the 655 tag. From now on these 
will be indexed and searchable by Keyword. Terms that are not NLM PTs (Publication Types) will 
be totally dropped. NLM LOCATORplus will have no $v subfields.   
 
   
3.1 PTs used as Form Divisions  
 
The NLM treatment of PTs distinguishes between those considered to be forms and those 
considered to be genres. The format examples below demonstrate how forms will be presented:   
 
     Distributed Structure  
     650 12 $a Skin Diseases $x diagnosis $v Atlases  
     650 22 $a Skin Diseases $x therapy $v Atlases  
   
     NLM LOCATORplus Structure  
     650 12 $a Skin Diseases $x diagnosis  
     650 22 $a Skin Diseases $x therapy  
     655 _7 $a Atlases $2 mesh  
   
This application will:   
 
a. Add the form division terms to our Qualifying Descriptor Table, to allow both the descriptor 
version of these terms ($v Atlases) and the qualifier version of these terms: ($v atlases)  
 
b. Index the $a subfield of 655 tags and allow searches by Keyword.   
 
c. Provide an option in the MARCout utility that will convert from NLM LOCATORplus Structure to 
Distributed Structure (at least where there is exactly one 655 tag). 
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3.2 PTs used as Genres  
 
These terms will not be distributed in $v subfields, thus:   
 
     Distributed Structure  
     650 12 $a Plants, Medicinal $x chemistry  
     650 12  $a Quality Control.   
     655 _7  $a Guideline $2 mesh  
   
     NLM LOCATORplus Structure  
     650 12 $a Plants, Medicinal $x chemistry  
     650 12 $a Quality Control  
     659 _7 $a Guideline $2 mesh  
   
This application provides an option in the MARCout utility that will convert from NLM 
LOCATORplus format to Distributed Structure.  This application will also index 659 $a tags and 
make them searchable by Keyword. 
 
 
2.24 MARCout Conversion Preferences 
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2.25 Fields:  MARCout Conversion Preferences 
 
 
 
2.25.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.25.2 Field 2 Conversi on Options:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To convert NLM MARCout conditions to a standard MARC distribution format.  These 
conversions are as follows:   
 
1) the conversion to separate 650 age group;   
 
2) pregnancy tags to $x subfields on 650s;   
 
3) convert 651 _2 $a geographic to $z in all 650s  
 
4) convert Form PTs in 655 _7 tags to $v subfields on 650s  
 
5) convert Genre PTs in 659 _7 tags to 655 _7 tags.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Convert separate 650 Age Group 
Convert 651 _2 $a geographic 
Convert Form PTs in 655 _7 tags 
Convert Genre PTs in 659 _7 tags 
 
 
2.25.3 Field 3 Conversion:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify whether to perform the MARCout conversion.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
MARCout conversion 
Skip Conversion
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2.26 Overview to the MARC Bibliographic Editor 
 
This documentation will cover how this software works, but not how MARC 21 works.  This 
documentation assumes the user is familiar with MARC 21 Bibliographic cataloging practices.  
This MARC Bibliographic Editor (hereinafter "Editor") is based on the MARC 21 standard as 
published by the Library of Congress at http://lcweb.loc.gov/marc.  To build the logic for this 
Editor, many HTML pages have been downloaded from this site and subsequently parsed and 
inserted into the Editor's database.  A few corrections were made, and a few additional tags are 
added (049 for OCLC Holdings, 096 and 099 for Local Call Number processing) Additional LC 
HTML pages are downloaded to enrich the Editor's rules database, e.g., the country codes from 
http://lcweb.loc.gov/marc/countries.  All of the downloading and manipulation of the data are 
performed without the endorsement of the Library of Congress.   
 
All editing is performed in a batch file, a temporary place where the MARC bibliographic record 
("bib") may be perfected prior to installing the changes into the catalog's database.  A batch file 
may contain many bibs.   
 
If a batch file contains many bibs, then a bib must be selected prior to any editing, e.g.,  
 
 --------------Select a MARC Bib from Batch 25380---------------- 
|  5337    Oral myofunctional disorders /                        |  
|  10214   Tongue thrust :                                       |  
|  29520   Hen's teeth and horse's toes /                        |  
|  47714   Interdisciplinary rehabilitation of low back pain /   |  
|  49057   Industrial low back pain :                            |  
|  51709   Diagnosis and treatment of low back pain [video] /    |  
|  92598   Approaches to digital surgery                         |  
|  92604   Atlas of improved surgical procedures for common foot |  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
| [Quit]                                                         |  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
The displayed numbers are database values called MARC Numbers and are unique to each 
catalog, and not part of the MARC 21 standard.   
 
Once a bib is selected, the Editor displays the bib according to the prescribed Properties.  The 
Properties dictate the level of decoding of the bib:   
 
     - no decoding for a traditional MARC bib view;   
     - decode the field (tag) names;   
     - decode the fixed fields (Leader and tags 001 through 008);   
     - decode the variable fields' subfields.   
   
If the variable fields' subfields are decoded, then any subfield which is a coded reference to a 
table also displays the code and the decoded reference table value.   
 
The Editor displays the bib so that the tags may be selected.  Once a tag is selected, an Editor 
function may be selected to operate on the tag.   
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The Editor offers a variety of functions:   
 
     - Edit;   
     - Add;   
     - Remove;   
     - Copy;   
     - Swap;   
     - Properties;   
     - Help;   
     - Quit.   
   
Function [Edit] requires that a tag be selected.  If a tag is selected, and function Edit is selected, 
then the Editor proceeds to an appropriate tag editing window.   
 
Function [Add] may or may not have a tag selected.  If a tag is selected and function Add is 
selected, and if the tag is repeatable, then the Editor proceeds to an appropriate tag editing 
window.  The new tag occurs immediately after the initially selected tag. If a tag is not selected 
but function Add is selected, then a window assists in determining the new tag according to the 
MARC 21 rules.   
 
Function [Remove] requires that a tag be selected.  If a tag is selected, and function [Remove] is 
selected, then the Editor will remove the tag and all associated position or subfield data.   
 
Function [Copy] requires that a tag be selected.  If a tag is selected, and function [Copy] is 
selected, then the Editor will open a new window, asking to which new tag should the selected 
tag be copied.  Once answered, then the old tag and all associated position or subfield data are 
copied to a new instance of requested "copy to" tag.   
 
Function [Swap] requires that a tag be selected.  The selected tag must precede a tag of the 
same value.  If a tag is selected, and function [Swap] is selected, then the Editor will switch the 
selected tag order with the subsequent instance.  For example, given the following bib:   
 
                 MARC# 71575 Handbook of parent training :   
  Select a tag and a function.   
 ( ) 060  0# $a WS 350.2 $b H2358 1989  
 ( ) 245  00 $a Handbook of parent training : $b parents as co- 
        therapists for children's behavior problems /  
        $c edited by Charles E. Schaefer, James M. Briesmeister.   
 ( ) 260  0# $a New York : $b Wiley, $c c1989.   
 ( ) 300  $a xiv, 498 p. : $b ill.   
 (*) 650  #2 $a Behavior Therapy $x in infancy & childhood.   
 ( ) 650  #2 $a Child Rearing.   
 ( ) 650  #2 $a Parent-Child Relations.   
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [Edit]  [Add]  [Remove]  [Copy]  [Swap] [Properties] [Help] [Ok] 
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where the cataloger has selected the first instance of 650, Behavior Therapy.  If the cataloger 
then selected function [Swap], then Behavior Therapy will come after Child Rearing:   
 
                 MARC# 71575 Handbook of parent training :   
  Select a tag and a function.   
 ( ) 060  0# $a WS 350.2 $b H2358 1989  
 ( ) 245  00 $a Handbook of parent training : $b parents as co- 
        therapists for children's behavior problems /  
        $c edited by Charles E. Schaefer, James M. Briesmeister.   
 ( ) 260  0# $a New York : $b Wiley, $c c1989.   
 ( ) 300  $a xiv, 498 p. : $b ill.   
 ( ) 650  #2 $a Child Rearing.   
 ( ) 650  #2 $a Behavior Therapy $x in infancy & childhood.   
 ( ) 650  #2 $a Parent-Child Relations.   
----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [Edit]  [Add]  [Remove]  [Copy]  [Swap] [Properties] [Help] [Ok]  
   
Function [Properties] determines the level of MARC decoding in the tag selection window.   
 
Function [Help] offers this documentation and additional resources.   
 
Function [Quit] returns the user to the Batch Control window. 
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2.27 Window Select a MARC Number in a Batch 
 
When a Batch Control function requires a single bib to be selected, and if there is only one bib in 
the batch, then that single bib is automatically used.  If 2 to 19 bibs are in a batch, then a pop-up 
menu appears displaying the MARC Numbers and the first 70 characters of the title of each bib.  
If more than 19 bibs are in a batch, then the special bib selection window assists the user in 
selecting the bib by allowing a bib to be selected by MARC Number or text found in the title.   
 
 
2.28 Select a MARC Bib from the Batch 
 
 

 
 
 
2.29 Fields:  Select a MARC Bib from the Batch 
 
 
 
2.29.1 Field 1 Batch #:   6 characters, display only 
 
2.29.2 Field 2 Total Number of Bibs:   7 characters, display only 
 
2.29.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
2.29.4 Field 4 Edit MARC Bib Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  to select a MARC bib in the current batch.   
 
Format:  this is a table selection.  The value may be a valid MARC Number or text found in a title 
in a bib.  Alternatively, the selection may be made from the drop down table listing from pressing 
Shift F1 or clicking on the drop down list button to the right of the field.   
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2.29.5 Field 5 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help
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2.30 Overview to Editing the Fixed Fields, tags 000-009 
 
The fixed fields are documented by the Library of Congress at http://lcweb.loc.gov/marc.  The 
purpose of this documentation is to state the behavior of this software, as well as to state the 
importance of particular fields to this software.   
 
The Leader, tag 000 in this software, does not need to be present.  If it is missing, then it is 
generated upon export.  For this software, position 06, Type of Record, impacts the generation of 
Material Type classification used in the OPAC.   
 
Field 001 and 003 are not edited by this window, rather, they are edited through a unique window.   
 
Field 005 cannot be edited.  Its values are generated by editing activity.   
 
Fields 006 position 0, 007 position 0, and 008 positions 18 through 21, are used to determine the 
Material Type.   
 
 
2.31 MARC Bib Fixed Fields (000-009) Edit 
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2.32 Fields:  MARC Bib Fixed Fields (000-009) Edit 
 
 
 
2.32.1 Field 1 Tag:   3 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the MARC Field Number, which is also known as the tag.   
 
2.32.2 Field 2 MARC Field (Tag) Name:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the MARC Field Name associated with the MARC Field Number (the tag).  
The name is descriptive of the values collected in the associated positions or subfields.   
 
Example:  Tag 050 has a MARC Field Name of LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER.   
 
2.32.3 Field 3 Tag Flags:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the various attributes assigned to this field.   
 
Examples:   
 
     (NR) for Not Repeatable  
     (R) for Repeatable  
     [OBSOLETE]  
 
2.32.4 Field 4 Batch Tag 245 $a:   70 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the MARC Bib Tag 245 subfield a, the Title, so you know what bib you are 
editing.   
 
2.32.5 Field 5 Function Keys 
 
2.32.6 Field 6 Field Position Number and Name:   76 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the fixed field positions, its name, and possibly some status information.   
 
Example from tag 008:   
 
     00-05 Date entered on file  
   
indicates that the field must have 6 characters occupying from the first position (inclusively at 
zero) through position 5.  The title of the position is "Date entered on file".   
 
   
Example from tag 008:   
 
     06 Type of date/Publication Status (LIST)  
   
indicates that a single character value is defined in a domain List.  Any position title with the 
attribute "(LIST)" has a special key which may be pressed in order to display and select from the 
domain.   
 
2.32.7 Field 7 Value Decoded from Table:   58 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  If the position value's are tied to a domain of values as indicated by "(LIST)" appearing 
next to the position's title, then this field is the decoded value associated with the coded value. 
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2.32.8 Field 8 Fixed Field Position Value:   17 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the value for the named position.   
 
Format:  The value must fill the position, but not be larger than the position.  If the position's name 
displays the attribute "(LIST)", then the value should be from the defined domain:  this domain 
may be displayed and selected from by pressing the List key displayed at the bottom of the 
window.  This key is typically Shift F1.   
 
For example, in the Leader (tag 000), position 6's possible values are each a single character, but 
may be decoded from the associate list of values such as "a" is "Language material".   
 
If the value is blank (or the space character), then enter the value as contiguous # characters.   
 
2.32.9 Field 9 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help
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2.33 Overview to MARC 21 Bibliographic Fields 001 & 003 
 
Fields 001 and 003 are more fully documented by the Library of Congress at 
http://lcweb.loc.gov/marc.   
 
For this software, fields 001 and 003 are used as unique bibliographic identifiers, along with the 
ISBN, ISSN, and LC number.  Thus, these important values help the software to look up and 
possibly merge imported bibs.   
 
 
2.34 Fields 001 & 003:  Control Number & Identifier 
 
 

 
 
 
2.35 Fields:  Fields 001 & 003:  Control Number & Identifier 
 
 
 
2.35.1 Field 1 MARC 21 Bib Field 001 Name:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the name of the MARC 21 Bibliographic Field 001 Name of Control Number.   
 
2.35.2 Field 2 Fixed Field 003 Name:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the name of the MARC 21 Bibliographic Field 003 Name of Control Number 
Identifier.   
 
2.35.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
2.35.4 Field 4 Tag 001 Value, Control Number:   40 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To represent the control number established by the cataloging authority.  The authority 
is identified in field 003, Control Number Identifier.   
 
Format:  Determined by the cataloging authority, but this software will allow any printable 
characters.  The value must not be in use by another bibliographic record in this system.  OCLC 
values should start with "oc".  Marcive values should start with "MC".  Traditionally, original 
cataloging starts with "QQ".  
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2.35.5 Field 5 Control Number Identifier:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the identifier of the Control Number value found in field 001.   
 
Format:  This field's value should be one of the official US Library of Congress values for this 
field.  As for the software, it will accept any value.   
 
 
2.35.6 Field 6 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help
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2.36 Editing MARC 21 Bibliographic Variable Fields 
 
The variable fields are documented by the Library of Congress at http://lcweb.loc.gov/marc.  The 
purpose of this documentation is to state the behavior of this software, as well as to state the 
importance of particular fields to this software.   
 
Each bib must have a field 245, Title Statement, with a valid subfield a, Title.  No other tag or 
subfield is needed for a bib. Therefore, every library resource can go into the catalog:  books, 
journals, URLs, VCRs, room keys, etc.   
 
 
2.37 MARC Bib Variable Field Edit 
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2.38 Fields:  MARC Bib Variable Field Edit 
 
 
 
2.38.1 Field 1 MARC Field Number, a.k.a. Tag:   3 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the MARC Field Number, which is also known as the tag.   
 
2.38.2 Field 2 MARC Field (Tag) Name:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the MARC Field Name associated with the MARC Field Number (the tag).  
The name is descriptive of the values collected in the associated positions or subfields.   
 
Example:  Tag 050 has a MARC Field Name of LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBER.   
 
2.38.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
 
2.38.4 Field 4 Indicator Number:   80 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the indicator position and the position's description relative to the field.  For 
example, Field 245, Title Statement, Second Indicator, is named Nonfiling characters.   
 
2.38.5 Field 5 Indicator Value:   1 character, mandatory 
 
2.38.6 Field 6 Subfield Delimiter Character:   1 character, display only 
 
This value is taken from the MARC Bibliographic Defaults table.  It is the character which 
prefaces the subfield in order to demarcate the subfield letter as a subfield.  Typically, this value 
is either a $ character (dollar sign) or a | character (vertical bar).   
 
2.38.7 Field 7 Tag Subfield:   1 character, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the subfield for this tag at this occurrence within the tag.  Typically, the first 
occurrence should be subfield a.  After the first occurrence, the subfields are as needed.   
 
Format:  A single character which should be from the tag's subfield table.  The table may be 
listed.  The software will not permit Non-Repeatable (NR) subfields to occur more than once.   
 
2.38.8 Field 8 Subfield Value:   72 characters, multiple, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the value for the specified subfield.   
 
Format:  For non-List subfields, this value may use 999 lines.  For list subfields, such as tag 042 - 
AUTHENTICATION CODE, subfield a Authentication code, the values will be validated to the 
subfield's domain.   
 
Tag 650 - SUBJECT ADDED ENTRY, subfield a is validated to the authority file, as are the 
following qualifiers.   
 
Tag 856 - ELECTRONIC LOCATION AND ACCESS, if the first indicator is 4 - HTTP, then the 
value subfield u - Uniform Resource Locator, is validated regularly by the URL checker. 
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Tag 949 (a local tag), subfield a, can have two special values for this software.  Value SERIAL is 
the key to this software to enable Serial Management for this bib.  In Batch Control window, 
function Serial Initiation simply adds a 949 $a SERIAL to each bib in the batch.   
 
The second special value for 949 $a is OTHER.  OTHER tells the software not to index the bib in 
the catalog.  The bib is still in the catalog, but its titles, authors, subject headings, keywords, etc., 
are not indexed and thus not subject to search results.   
 
2.38.9 Field 9 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
 
 
2.39 Overview to Display MARC Bib Details in a Batch 
 
This function displays all of the MARC bibliographic records in the batch according to the selected 
display properties.   
 
For example, a non-decoded display might look like this:   
 
 000 01105pam  2200301 a 4500  
 001 1982729  
 005 19900503152407.1  
 008 891115r19901988nyua     b    001 0 eng   
 010 $a    89048989  
 020 $a 0385267746 : $c $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 $9 (DLC)   89048989  
 040 $a DLC $c DLC $d DLC  
 050 10 $a TS171.4 $b .N67 1990  
 082 00 $a 620.8/2 $2 20  
 100 1# $a Norman, Donald A.   
 240 10 $a Psychology of everyday things  
 245 14 $a The design of everyday things / $c Donald A. Norman.   
 250 $a 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 ## $a New York : $b Doubleday, $c 1990, c1988.   
 300 $a xv, 257 p. : $b ill. ; $c 21 cm.   
 500 $a Reprint. Originally published: The psychology of everyday  
     things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 $a Includes index.   
 504 $a Includes bibliographical references (p. 241-247).   
 650 #0 $a Design, Industrial $x Psychological aspects.   
 650 #0 $a Human engineering.   
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A fully decoded display might look like this:   
 
 000 - Leader =  
     00-04 - Logical record length = 01105  
     05 - Record status = p - Increase in encoding level from  
     prepublication  
     06 - Type of record = a - Language material  
     07 - Bibliographic level = m - Monograph/item  
     08 - Type of control = # - No specific type of control  
     09 - Character coding scheme = # - MARC-8  
     10 - Indicator count = 2  
     11 - Subfield code count = 2  
     12-16 - Base address of data = 00301  
     17 - Encoding level = # - Full level  
     18 - Descriptive cataloging form = a - AACR 2  
     19 - Linked record requirement = # - Related record not required  
     20 - Length of the length-of-field portion = 4  
     21 - Length of the starting-character-position portion = 5  
     22 - Length of the implementation-defined portion = 0  
     23 - Undefined Entry map character position = 0  
 001 - Control Number = 1982729  
 005 - Date and Time of Latest Transaction =  
     00-03 - Year = 1990  
     04-05 - Month = 05  
     06-07 - Day = 03  
     08-09 - Hour = 15  
     10-11 - Minute = 24  
     12-15 - Second = 07.1  
 008 - General Information =  
     00-05 - Date entered on file = 891115  
     06 - Type of date/Publication status = r - Reprint/reissue  
     date and original date  
     07-10 - Date 1 = 1990  
     11-14 - Date 2 = 1988  
     15-17 - Place of publication, production, or execution = nyu  
     - New York (State)  
     18 - Illustrations = a - Illustrations  
     19 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     20 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     21 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     22 - Target audience = # - Unknown or not specified  
     23 - Form of item = # - None of the following  
     24 - Nature of contents = b - Bibliographies  
     25 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     26 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     27 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     28 - Government publication = # - Not a government publication  
     29 - Conference publication = 0 - Not a conference publication  
     30 - Festschrift = 0 - Not a festschrift  
     31 - Index = 1 - Index present  
     32 - Undefined = #  
     33 - Literary form = 0 - Not fiction (not further specified)  
     34 - Biography = # - No biographical material  
     35-37 - Language = eng  
     38 - Modified record = # - Not modified  
     39 - Cataloging source = # - National bibliographic agency 
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 010 - Library of Congress Control Number =  
     $a LC control number =    89048989 
 020 - International Standard Book Number =  
     $a International Standard Book Number = 0385267746 :   
     $c Terms of availability = $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 - System Control Number = $9  = (DLC)   89048989  
 040 - Cataloging Source =  
     $a Original cataloging agency = DLC  
     $c Transcribing agency = DLC  
     $d Modifying agency = DLC  
 050 - Library of Congress Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Existence in LC collection = 1 - Item is not  
     in LC  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = TS171.4  
     $b Item number = .N67 1990  
 082 - Dewey Decimal Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Type of edition = 0 - Full edition  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = 620.8/2  
     $2 Edition number = 20  
 100 - Main Entry--Personal Name =  
     1st indicator - Type of personal name entry element = 1 - 
     Surname  
     $a Personal name = Norman, Donald A.   
 240 - Uniform Title =  
     1st indicator - Uniform title printed or displayed = 1 - 
     Printed or displayed  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Uniform title = Psychology of everyday things  
 245 - Title Statement =  
     1st indicator - Title added entry = 1 - Title added entry  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 4 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Title = The design of everyday things /  
     $c Statement of responsibility, etc. = Donald A. Norman.   
 250 - Edition Statement =  
     $a Edition statement = 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 - Publication, Distribution, etc. =  
     1st indicator - Presence of publisher in imprint (BK MP MU  
     SE) [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     2nd indicator - Added entry/publisher relationship  (SE)  
     [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     $a Place of publication, distribution, etc. = New York :   
     $b Name of publisher, distributor, etc. = Doubleday,  
     $c Date of publication, distribution, etc. = 1990, c1988.   
 300 - Physical Description =  
     $a Extent = xv, 257 p. :   
     $b Other physical details = ill. ;   
     $c Dimensions = 21 cm. 
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 500 - General Note =  
     $a General note = Reprint. Originally published: The  
     psychology of everyday  things. New York : Basic Books,  
     c1988.   
 500 - General Note = $a General note = Includes index.   
 504 - Bibliography, etc. Note =  
     $a Bibliography, etc. note = Includes bibliographical  
     references (p. 241-247).   
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information  
     provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Design,  
     Industrial  
     $x General subdivision = Psychological aspects.    
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information  
     provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Human  
     engineering.  
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2.40 MARC Bib Display Properties 
 
 

 
 
 
2.41 Fields:  MARC Bib Display Properties 
 
 
 
2.41.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.41.2 Field 2 Decode MARC Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Fields (==tags) 
Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields 
 
 
Purpose:  To specify various output properties for a MARC bibliographic record.  The term Fields 
is synonymous with Tag.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Note that selecting Leader & Control Fields Coded Values 
will also display the Property Leader & Control Fields names.  Similarly, selecting Subfields 
Coded Values will force Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields names to be displayed.   
 
   
Discussion:   
 
Fields will display the field name along with the tag number.  For example, field 245 will be 
displayed as:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:   
   
   
Property Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions will separate the fields by position, show 
the position number(s) and the position's title, followed by the position's value for that record.  
Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an example, the 008 
values are:   
 
     008 941215s1994 xxu|||| |||| 00||0|eng b  
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Decoding the first field results in:   
 
     008 - Fixed-Length Data Elements:   
         00-05 - Date entered on file = 941215  
         06 - Type of date/Publication status = s - Single known  
         date/probable date  
   
Note that the "s" is decoded to its full text value.   
 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields will display a subfield's name next to the subfield 
character.  Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an 
example, the standard display is:   
 
     245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health  
            sciences / $c [edited by] Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne  
            Boorkman.   
      
The decoded display is:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:  
      1st Ind. - Title added entry = 0 - No title added entry  
      2nd Ind. - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of nonfiling  
      characters present  
      $a - Title = Introduction to reference sources in the health  
      sciences  
      $c - Statement of responsibility, etc. = [edited by] Fred W.   
      Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   
Note that undefined indicators are not displayed.   
  
Furthermore, subfield coded values are decoded for these fields' subfields:   
 
   010 Library of Congress Control Number  $8 Field link and  
       sequence number  
   034 Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data  $a Category of scale  
   042 Authentication Code  $a Authentication code  
   046 Special Coded Dates  $a Type of date code  
   760 Main Series Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   762 Subseries Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   765 Original Language Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   767 Translation Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   770 Supplement/Special Issue Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   772 Parent Record Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   773 Host Item Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   774 Constituent Unit Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   775 Other Edition Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   776 Additional Physical Form Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   777 Issued with Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   780 Preceding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   785 Succeeding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   786 Data Source Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   787 Nonspecific Relationship Entry  $7 Control subfield
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For example, if a book is coded with  
 
     042 $a nlmcopyc  
   
then the full decoding is:   
 
   042 - Authentication Code   
     $a Authentication code = nlmcopyc - National Library of  
     Medicine copy  
 
2.41.3 Field 3 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
 
 
2.42 Overview to Adding a Tag 
 
This window presents itself under two scenarios.  First, while in the editor's display of a bib, the 
cataloger does not select a tag but selects the function Add.  In this case, this window asks which 
tag should be added.   
 
The second case is when the cataloger selected either a tag 006 or 007, and then selects 
function Add.  This window appears in order to collect the position 0 value prior to building the tag 
edit window.  Tags 006 and 007 position 0 define the remaining positions, thus the need for 
selecting the position 0 value prior to building the tag edit window.   
 
 
2.43 MARC Bib Editor Add Tag 
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2.44 Fields:  MARC Bib Editor Add Tag 
 
 
 
2.44.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.44.2 Field 2 Tag/Field for Operation:   3 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify a tag applicable to the function.   
 
  
Format:  Any valid MARC 21 Bibliographic field (tag) number, or table selection.   
 
2.44.3 Field 3 006/007 Position 0 Key Value:   1 character 
 
Purpose:  For tags 006 and 007 only, this field specifies the position 0 value.  This key value then 
determines the remaining position definitions for the new tag.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.44.4 Field 4 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
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2.45 MARC Editor Copy Tag 
 
 

 
 
 
2.46 Fields:  MARC Editor Copy Tag 
 
 
 
2.46.1 Field 1 Copy from Tag:   77 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the source MARC tag selected that will be copied.   
 
2.46.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
2.46.3 Field 3 Tag/Field for Operation:   3 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify a tag applicable to the function.   
 
  
Format:  Any valid MARC 21 Bibliographic field (tag) number, or table selection.   
 
2.46.4 Field 4 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
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2.47 MARC Bib Filer Status 
 
 

 
 
 
2.48 Fields:  MARC Bib Filer Status 
 
 
 
2.48.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.48.2 Field 2 Status of the Process:   10 characters 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.   
 
2.49 Overview to Filer Report for MARC Bibs 
 
This window may be used to generate the MARC Filer Report.  This report should be checked 
whenever a batch is filed to determine which, if any, records and/or tags did not file.  The report 
may be sent to the Workstation, the Default Printer, another Printer that is not the default, or a 
File.  The report may also be e-mailed to a specified e-mail address.   
 
   
   
SAMPLE REPORT:   
 
Batch Number 31  
 
  
  
MARC# 1 Tag: 100 NEW ENTRY: Asimov, 1920- made to Author Authority MARC# 1 Tag: 245 
NEW ENTRY: The man's...  made to Series Authority  
 
==================================================================  
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2.50 Filer Report for MARC Bibs 
 
 

 
 
 
2.51 Fields:  Filer Report for MARC Bibs 
 
 
 
2.51.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.51.2 Field 2 Beginning Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Beginning batch number that is the start of the range of batches that 
Filer results are desired for.   
 
2.51.3 Field 3 Ending Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Ending batch number that is the end of the range of batches of 
requested Filer results.   
 
2.51.4 Field 4 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit 
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2.52 Overview to the Creating Items from a Batch 
 
Once the batch is updated to the catalog, the batch function [Item Creation] can assist the 
cataloger in rapidly creating the holding items.  [Item Creation] has three sub-functions:   
 
     1. Automatically create one item for each bib;   
     2. Convert the 852 holdings data into items.   
     3. Manually create items for each bib;   
   
These functions are now discussed.   
 
2.53 Function Automatically Create One Item 
 
Function Automatically Create One Item for Each Bib in a Batch presents a window whereby an 
Item Type, Location, Circulation Class (Lending Rule), and Status (e.g., non-circulating vs. 
available) are selected.  An item is then created for every bib in the batch with these values.   
 
An item is not created if the bib already has an item or if the bib is in Serials Management (949 $a 
SERIAL).   
 
 
2.54 Automatically Create One Item for Each Bib in a Batch 
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2.55 Fields:  Automatically Create One Item for Each Bib in a Batch 
 
 
 
2.55.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
2.55.2 Field 2 Item Type:   12 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an item type from the Item Type Table. This table includes the types Book, 
A/V, Temporary, and Serial.  Serial cannot be applied except via the Serial Check-in, in which 
case it is applied automatically.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.55.3 Field 3 Location:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is kept according to the Item Location Table.  This table is 
unique to each catalog, but typically contains values such as General Collection, Reference, 
Staff, etc.  Each location has a default Circulation Class which the new item will inherit upon the 
selection of the location.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.55.4 Field 4 Item Circulation Class:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the circulation class assigned to this item.  The circulation classes are the 
rules on loans and fines for an item.  Typical classes are Non-Circulating, One Hour, Two Weeks, 
etc., but are unique to each catalog.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.55.5 Field 5 Status:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is in the circulation cycle.  Each catalog may have unique 
statuses, but common ones are Available (meaning the item may be borrowed), On Loan, Non-
circulating, etc.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.55.6 Field 6 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:    
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
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2.56 Function Manually Create Items for Each Bib 
 
This function will loop through all of the bibs in the batch.   
 
If the bib is in Serials Management, it is skipped.  Only Serials Management can create the 
holdings for a serial bib.   
 
If a bib has an item, the user is warned and asked if another item is to be added to this bib.   
 
When an item is added, Cataloging function [Item Edit] is called directly.  All item values may be 
created.   
 
Once an item is created, the software asks the user if another item should be created for the 
same bib, or to stop the process altogether.   
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2.57 Overview to the MARC Import Holdings Profile 
 
A MARC Import Holdings Profile defines the tags and subfields which can be used to 
automatically adjust bibs' call numbers according to the holdings, and/or to create items (i.e., 
holdings).  Multiple Profiles may be active at one time.  Conversely, a library may not have any 
Profiles.  Profiles are typically used during conversions from other automation systems, or by 
libraries with a cataloging service.   
 
As stated above, a Profile specifies which tag should be used, and how the tag's subfields map to 
the Item database.  For example, the standard CyberTools - MARCIVE Profile uses tag 852 and 
maps:  
 
Item Field    Tag Subfield  
-----------   ------------ 
     Call #   h  
   Location   b  
   Bar Code   p  
     Copy #   t  
     Volume   v  
      Price   9  
   
This is further documented at http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.  
com/library/MARCIVEBiblioDatabaseOutput.html.   
 
A tag for the Profile may repeat in the MARC bib, thus conveying more than one copy of the 
same title.  Repeating subfields within an occurrence of a tag are treated as additional copies.  
This is particularly true for data coming from the library system "Professional Software".   
 
Although unusual, more than one Profile may use the same tag, but the mapping should be 
different.  When this situation occurs, the software prompts the user to select the correct Profile.   
 
The Profile is used for two tasks.  First, the holding's call numbers are compared to the call 
number tags used in the catalog.  Second, the Imported MARC bib's holdings data are converted 
to circulation items.   
 
The first task occurs automatically at the end of the import, or may be performed manually via 
function [Batch Control \ Edit Bib Functions \ Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers 
Tags].  It is used for conversions from other automation systems or when receiving MARC bibs 
from a contract cataloging source.  This function takes the call number from the tag and subfield 
mapped in the Profile for Call Numbers, and compares that value to those found in the bib's call 
number tags:   
 
     050  Library of Congress Call Number  
     060  National Library of Medicine Call Number  
     082  Dewey Decimal Call Number  
     090  Local LC Call Number  
     092  Local Dewey Decimal Call Number  
     096  Local NLM Call Number  
     099  Local Unspecified Call Number  
   
Only the call numbers that the library uses are compared.  
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If the holding's call number is not found in the above call number tags, then the holding's call 
number is copied to a 09X tag accordingly:   
 
1) If the value is a NLM classification (i.e., starts with QR, QZ or W), then the software 
automatically copies the value to 096 $a only if there is no 096, otherwise it is copied to 099 $a.   
 
2) If the value is a LC classification (i.e., does not start with QR, QZ or W and is not Dewey), then 
it is copied to 099 $a.  
 
3) If the value is a Dewey classification, then it is copied to 092 $a if there is none, otherwise it is 
copied to 099 $a.   
 
Please note that a Profile can be managed from the function [MARC Bib Import Holdings 
Profiles].   
 
The second task occurs after running function [Batch Control \ Update Catalog with Batch].  It is 
automatic, but can also be run manually.  In this function, items are created from the Profile 
mapping.   
 
As an example, given this abbreviated MARC bib:   
 
 010  $a 89-6056  
 060  0# $a WS 105 $b V369c 1990  
 245  10 $a Child and adolescent development : $b clinical  
      implications / $c Victor C. Vaughan III, Iris F. Litt.   
 852  ## $b GENERAL $h WS 105 V36 1990  
   
852 $h states that this item's call number is different than the bib's (at 060 $a & $b), and that the 
item is in location GENERAL (COLLECTION).   
 
Immediately after importing the bib, the software will prompt:   
 
 ----Compare and process holdings Call Numbers for the bibs'----- 
 | The imported MARC bibs match your Holdings Profile.          |  
 | Please select the Profile to move the Holdings' Call         |  
 | Number(s) into the appropriate MARC tag for call numbers.    |  
 | ( ) 1 CyberTools - MARCIVE 852 Profile                       |  
 |--------------------------------------------------------------|  
 | [Cancel]                                                     |  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
If the Profile is selected, then the item's Call Number WS 105 V36 1990 will be copied to the 
MARC bib tag 096, thus becoming the call number for the bib at this library.  Conversely, if 
[Cancel] is selected, then the comparison is not run but may be run later via function [Edit Bib 
Functions \ Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers Tags].   
 
After running function [Update Catalog with Batch], the software will prompt:   
 
 ----------Generate Items from Holdings Profile?------------- 
 | The MARC bibs match your Holdings Profile.               |  
 | Please select the Profile to generate items accordingly: |  
 | ( ) 1 CyberTools - MARCIVE 852 Profile                   |  
 |----------------------------------------------------------|  
 | [Cancel]                                                 |  
 ------------------------------------------------------------
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If the Profile is selected, then the software creates an item in location General Collection for this 
title.  Conversely, if [Cancel] is selected, then items are not created, although this function can be 
run manually later via function [Item Creation].   
 
The function first scans all of the Profile tags for all of the bibs in the batch.   
 
If a bib lacks the Profile tag, then the software will not create an item for the bib.   
 
If a bib has a Profile tag that lacks a location, then the program uses the New Books Location 
value established by function [Properties/New Items Circulation Defaults].   
 
If a bib has a Profile location that matches a value Circulation Location table (found in function 
[Properties]), then an item is created for that bib, and the item is associated with the specified 
location.   
 
  
If the program finds a Profile location is not found in the Location Table, then the program will 
place the undocumented location in a report and the conversion process stops:  items cannot be 
created until the location discrepancies are resolved.  The cataloger typically corrects either the 
Locations Table and/ or corrects the bib's Profile Location subfield values.  When it is creating 
items, the batch might have to be re-imported and the Profile Location subfield edited.  Since the 
items do not use the location values literally (i.e., the location value is found in the table and 
converted to a database pointer to the entity in the table), then the following solution may be 
employed.  Edit the location table so that the following Location fields:   
 
     Description  
     Staff Display  
     OPAC Display  
     Spine Display  
   
reflect the variations in location names that might be found.  For example, the default system is 
delivered with a location Reference.  It has the short name of "Ref.".  If a bib has a Profile 
Location subfield with a value of REF (note that it is missing the period), then the conversion 
program will not be able to match REF to Reference.  The conversion program is not case 
sensitive, but it is phrase and punctuation sensitive.   
 
Since the bib is already updated to the catalog, you probably do not want to re-import it and edit 
the tag, particularly if this is the initial conversion, although re-importing and editing is an option.  
Instead, go into the Back Office function [Properties] and select function [Circulation Locations].  
Select location Reference and you will see:   
 
          Location Description: Reference  
                 Staff Display: Ref.   
                  OPAC Display: Ref.   
                 Spine Display: Ref.   
  
Edit the Staff display from "Ref." to "REF", i.e., without the period:   
 
          Location Description: Reference  
                 Staff Display: REF  
                  OPAC Display: Ref.   
                 Spine Display: Ref. 
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Go back and run the Function [MARC Batch Control \ Item Creation], select your Profile, and it 
will now process the REF value.  Once done, you may choose to re-edit the Staff Display value 
back to "Ref.".   
 
Serials Management interacts with Profile processing.  If the bib was previously initialized for 
Serials Management, then the imported holdings are ignored.  But, if the bib has no items in the 
database, and the imported holdings location matches a Circulation Location set up for Serials 
Management, then the bib is automatically initialized for Serials Management while running 
function [Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers Tags].   
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2.58 Item Edit 
 
 

 
 
 
2.59 Fields:  Item Edit 
 
 
 
2.59.1 Field 1 MARC or Temporary Descriptions:   76 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
 
2.59.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
2.59.3 Field 3 Item Type:   12 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify an item type from the Item Type Table. This table includes the types Book, 
A/V, Temporary, and Serial.  Serial cannot be applied except via the Serial Check-in, in which 
case it is applied automatically.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection. 
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2.59.4 Field 4 Temporary Item Type:   40 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the type of temporary item from the Temporary Item Type table.  This table 
usually has values such as Book, Videocassette, Reprint, etc.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.59.5 Field 5 Temporary's Description:   50 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the description of the temporary item. It might include the title, author, and 
owner of the item.   
 
Format:  It is any text.   
 
2.59.6 Field 6 Year:   20 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the year(s) for an item.   
 
Format:  A 4 digit year or 2 four digit years separated by a dash to signify a year range.   
 
Examples:   
 
     1999  
     1999-2000  
 
2.59.7 Field 7 Volume:   20 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  to specify the volume(s).   
 
Format:  this field accepts any characters, but is typically a number or range of numbers.   
 
2.59.8 Field 8 Issue:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the item's Issue value, if applicable.   
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2.59.9 Field 9 Copy:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Copy number of for this item.   
 
Format:  This value must be numeric.   
 
Example:  if you have three copies, and the item on hand is the second, then it is copy 2.   
 
2.59.10 Field 10 Price:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the price amount of the item.   
 
Format:  It is any valid money amount.   
 
Examples:    10.85  
             45.99  
            150.00  
 
2.59.11 Field 11 Bar Code:   20 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a valid item bar code.   
 
Format:  Any combination of numbers and characters that make up a valid bar code.   
 
2.59.12 Field 12 Location:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is kept according to the Item Location Table.  This table is 
unique to each catalog, but typically contains values such as General Collection, Reference, 
Staff, etc.  Each location has a default Circulation Class which the new item will inherit upon the 
selection of the location.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.59.13 Field 13 Item Circulation Class:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the circulation class assigned to this item.  The circulation classes are the 
rules on loans and fines for an item.  Typical classes are Non-Circulating, One Hour, Two Weeks, 
etc., but are unique to each catalog.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.59.14 Field 14 Status:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is in the circulation cycle.  Each catalog may have unique 
statuses, but common ones are Available (meaning the item may be borrowed), On Loan, Non-
circulating, etc.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
2.59.15 Field 15 Call Number:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the call number for the item.   
 
Format:  Any combination of numbers and letters that make up the call number of the item.   
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2.59.16 Field 16  Message When Item is Returned:   50 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a message that appears when the item is returned from circulating.   
 
Format:  This value is free text.   
 
Example:  if the item is a CD recording, the message might be " Check for scratches or cracks on 
the CD, and check for the booklet."  
 
2.59.17 Field 17 Non-public Comment:   72 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify free text notes for the library's internal use.  It is often used to record 
acquisition information.  This field is similar to the MARC 21 Bibliographic field 852 subfield x, 
Non- Public Comment.   
 
2.59.18 Field 18 Public Comment:   72 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify free text notes for library's public viewing.  The OPAC displays these notes.  
This field is similar to the MARC 21 Bibliographic tag 852 $ z, Public Comment.   
 
 
2.59.19 Field 19 Ok, Cancel, Help, & Remove:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
Remove... 
 
Function Remove will first confirm the deletion of the item, and then perform the function.  The 
item may not be deleted if it is on loan. 
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2.60 Overview to Spine and Pocket Labels 
 
This function prints three types of labels:   
 
     - Spine Labels  
     - Pocket Labels  
     - Demco Spine and Pocket Labels  
   
All of the values collected on the window (except Batch Numbers) are stored in the database for 
re-use.   
 
The labels have a variable format:   
 
     - label length  
     - number of labels on a row  
     - most recent item's location  
     - most recent item number.   
   
Here is an example of 4 across spine labels:   
 
 QU            WA            QV            QA  
 145           950           4             276  
 W618u         D184b         H918          C337  
 1990          1995          1998          1990  
                                                                   
         
                                                                   
               
   
Here are the same labels, but with location and item numbers:   
 
 RES.          CircD         RES.          CircD  
 QU            WA            QV            QA  
 145           950           4             276  
 W618u         D184b         H918          C337  
 1990          1995          1998          1990  
                                                                   
   
 389256        389269        389270        389281  
   
Pocket labels display the call number, the author, and the title:   
 
 QU        Whitney, Eleanor...     WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 145       Understanding           950       Biostatistics : / a  
 W618u     nutrition /             D184b     foundation for...   
 1990                              1995  
   
   
 QV        Brody, Theodore M.      QA        Casella, George.   
 4         Human pharmacology :    276       Statistical  
 H918      / molecular to...       C337      inference /  
 1998                              1990
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Pocket labels may also display location and item number values:   
 
 QU        Whitney, Eleanor...     WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 145       Understanding           950       Biostatistics : / a  
 W618u     nutrition /             D184b     foundation for...   
 1990      RES.           389256   1995      CircD          389269  
                                                               
                                                               
 QV        Brody, Theodore M.      QA        Casella, George.   
 4         Human pharmacology :    276       Statistical  
 H918      / molecular to...       C337      inference /  
 1998      RES.           389270   1990      CircD          389281  
  
   
The Demo 142-1685 Spine and Pocket label is a neat combination, portrayed here as a single 
column.  It is actually two columns.   
 
 QU          QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 145         145       Understanding  
 W618u       W618u     nutrition /  
 1990        1990       
                        
                        
             QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990       
                        
                        
 WA          WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 950         950       Biostatistics : / a  
 D184b       D184b     foundation for...   
 1995        1995       
                        
                        
             WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995
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The Demo 142-1685 may also show the location and item number on the pocket:   
 
 QU          QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 145         145       Understanding  
 W618u       W618u     nutrition /  
 1990        1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
             QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
 WA          WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 950         950       Biostatistics : / a  
 D184b       D184b     foundation for...   
 1995        1995      CircD          389269  
                        
                        
             WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995      CircD          389269  
   
or show location and item numbers on all of the labels:   
 
 RES.        QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 QU          145       Understanding  
 145         W618u     nutrition /  
 W618u       1990      RES.           389256  
 1990                   
                        
 389256      QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
 CircD       WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 WA          950       Biostatistics : / a  
 950         D184b     foundation for...   
 D184b       1995      CircD          389269  
 1995                   
                        
 389269      WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995      CircD          389269  
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2.61 Spine & Pocket Labels for Batches 
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2.62 Fields:  Spine & Pocket Labels for Batches 
 
 
 
2.62.1 Field 1 Message Area:   78 characters, multiple, display only 
 
2.62.2 Field 2 Status of the Process:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.   
 
2.62.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
2.62.4 Field 4 Starting Batch Number:   7 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number.   
 
2.62.5 Field 5 Ending Batch Number:   7 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the MARC Bib summary information.   
 
2.62.6 Field 6 Top Margin in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify how many (partial) inches exist from the top of the sheet to the first label.  
For example, the Demco 142-1685 has a .5 inch margin at the top.   
 
Format:  It is a number from 0 to 11.   
 
2.62.7 Field 7 Bottom Margin in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify how many (partial) inches exist from the bottom of the sheet to the bottom 
most label.  For example, the Demco 142-1685 has a .5 inch margin at the bottom.   
 
Format:  It is a number from 0 to 11.   
 
Common Problem:  depending on a variety of variables (e.g., the bottom margin, the workstation, 
the printer, etc.), the software might decide that it cannot completely print on the last row of labels 
on the sheet, and it would leave the last row blank, continuing onto the next sheet.   
 
2.62.8 Field 8 Left Margin:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the number of (partial) inches from the left edge of sheet to the first label.  
For example, the Demco 142-1685 has a .25 inch margin.   
 
Format:  It is a number, 0 to 8.   
 
2.62.9 Field 9 Label Height in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the vertical length of one label. In other words, this should be the length in 
inches from the top of the first label to the top of the label below the first label.   
 
Format:  It is any number from .5 to 11. For Demco 142-1685 Spine and Pocket labels, the height 
is 2 inches. 
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2.62.10 Field 10 Label Width in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the horizontal length of one label. In other words, this should be the length in 
inches from the left margin of the first label to the left margin of the second label.  The call 
number will print centered in a column format of at least 10 characters.   
 
Format:  It is any number from .5 to 8. For Demco 142-1685 Spine and Pocket labels, the width is 
not applicable since it is a special albeit known format.   
 
2.62.11 Field 11 Number of Labels Across:   2 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the number of labels across the page.   
 
Format:  It is any number, 1 to 99.   
 
2.62.12 Field 12 Label Types:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the type of label being printed.   
 
Format:  It is a menu selection. Selecting a Spine and Pocket Demco label will force values into 
the fields Top, Bottom, Left, Height, and Width.  Once the values are forced into the fields, they 
can be adjusted according to individual printer alignment issues.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Spine 
Pocket 
Spine and Pocket Demco 142-1685 
Spine and Pocket Demco 149-4218 
 
 
2.62.13 Field 13 Include Location and/or Item#:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify whether the item's location and/or item number should appear on the labels.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection.   
 
Notes:   
 
Item Number on spine bottom have a blank line in between the call number and the item number.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Location on spine top 
Number on spine bottom 
Location on pocket bottom 
Number on pocket bottom
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2.62.14 Field 14 Print Labels for which Items:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify which items should have labels printed. Since a bibliographic record can be 
re-imported or re-edited, it may already have items previously associated, and those old items 
might not need labels.  Conversely, if the bib is a new creation or newly imported, then all of the 
items must be new and require printing.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
All Items 
Latest Items 
Bibliographic Record Only 
 
 
2.62.15 Field 15 Test Print:    
 
Purpose:  To call an application that will print a simple test page.   
 
2.62.16 Field 16 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit 
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3 MARC Bibliographic Record Support Functions 
 
 
 
3.1 MARC Utility Statuses of Batches 
 
This window may be used to print Batch Display in a brief or a detailed format.  The report may 
be sent to the Workstation, the Default Printer, another Printer that is not the default, or a File.  
The report may also be e-mailed to a specified e-mail address.   
 
Sample of a report without statistics:   
   
 Batch  Date      B-type  Status  
 24958  12/02/97  EXPORT  DONE  
 24959  12/03/97  EDIT    DONE  
 24960  12/03/97  EDIT    DONE  
 24961  12/03/97  EXPORT  DONE  
 24962  12/03/97  EXPORT  DONE  
 24963  12/05/97  EXPORT  DONE  
 24964  12/08/97  EXPORT  CANCEL  
 24965  12/08/97  EXPORT  CANCEL  
 24966  12/08/97  EXPORT  CANCEL  
 24967  12/11/97  EXPORT  DONE  
 24968  12/11/97  DELETED DELETED  
 24969  12/15/97  DELETED DELETED  
 24970  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE  
 24971  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE  
 24972  12/16/97  DELETED DELETED  
 24973  12/16/97  DELETED DELETED  
 24974  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE  
 24975  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE  
  
Sample of a report with statistics:   
 
 Batch  Date      B-type  Status  OKP ERR FLG DON INU KIL DLT HLD  
   
 24958  12/02/97  EXPORT  DONE     0   0   0   4   0   0   0   0  
 24959  12/03/97  EDIT    DONE     0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  
 24960  12/03/97  EDIT    DONE     0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  
 24961  12/03/97  EXPORT  DONE     0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0  
 24962  12/03/97  EXPORT  DONE     0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  
 24963  12/05/97  EXPORT  DONE     0   0   0   2   0   0   0   0  
 24964  12/08/97  EXPORT  CANCEL   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
 24965  12/08/97  EXPORT  CANCEL   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
 24966  12/08/97  EXPORT  CANCEL   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  
 24967  12/11/97  EXPORT  DONE     0   0   0   3   0   0   0   0  
 24968  12/11/97  DELETED DELETED  0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0  
 24969  12/15/97  DELETED DELETED  0   0   0   0   0   0   41  0  
 24970  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE     0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  
 24971  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE     0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  
 24972  12/16/97  DELETED DELETED  0   0   0   0   0   0   2   0  
 24973  12/16/97  DELETED DELETED  0   0   0   0   0   0   19  0  
 24974  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE     0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0  
 24975  12/16/97  EDIT    DONE     0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0
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3.2 Statuses of Batches within a Date Range 
 
 

 
 
 
3.3 Fields:  Statuses of Batches within a Date Range 
 
 
 
3.3.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
3.3.2 Field 2 Begin Date:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a valid beginning date.   
 
Format:  This value is in the form MM/DD/YY, or MM/DD/YYYY, or MMDDYY, or MMDDYYYY.  
This date must fall before the End Date.   
 
Examples:    
            01/15/1999  
            12/15/1999  
            01222000  
            012300  
 
3.3.3 Field 3 End Date:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a valid ending date.   
 
Format:  Entered in the form MM/DD/YY, or MM/DD/YYYY, or MMDDYY, or MMDDYYYY.  This 
date must fall after the Begin Date.   
 
Examples:   01/15/99  
            12/15/1999  
            01222000  
            012300  
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3.3.4 Field 4 Show Batch Statistics:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  this parameter can include a count of bibs by bib status.  The statuses are:   
 
      
     DEL = DELETED  
     DON = DONE  
     ERR = ERROR  
     INU = INUSE  
     OKP = OKPROCESS  
      
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Show Batch Statistics 
 
 
3.3.5 Field 5 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit 
 
3.4 Overview to List MARC Bibs in a Batch 
 
This function may be used to view a list of the MARC Bibliographic records in a specified batch.  
The report may be sent to the Workstation, the Default Printer, another Printer that is not the 
default, or a File.  The report may also be e-mailed to an entered e-mail address.   
   
SAMPLE REPORT:   
 
 Batch #: 24958    Status: DONE  Batch type: EXPORT  
 Date created:   12/02/97  
   
 MARC# OCLC#           Status  Tag 245 subfield a  
   
 62701 #38011859        DONE   Advances in supraventricular tachyc  
          ITEM# 386225  
 62702 #38006752        DONE   Airway management in pediatric anes  
          ITEM# 385173  
 62703 #38005249        DONE   Nonmelanoma skin cancer /  
          ITEM# 384497  
 62704 #37031309        DONE   Dietary fat and cancer :   
          ITEM# 382190  
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3.5 List MARC Bibs in a Batch 
 
 

 
 
 
3.6 Fields:  List MARC Bibs in a Batch 
 
 
 
3.6.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
3.6.2 Field 2 Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number.   
 
3.6.3 Field 3 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit 
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3.7 Overview to Display MARC Bib Details in a Batch 
 
This function displays all of the MARC bibliographic records in the batch according to the selected 
display properties.   
 
For example, a non-decoded display might look like this:   
 
 000 01105pam  2200301 a 4500  
 001 1982729  
 005 19900503152407.1  
 008 891115r19901988nyua     b    001 0 eng   
 010 $a    89048989  
 020 $a 0385267746 : $c $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 $9 (DLC)   89048989  
 040 $a DLC $c DLC $d DLC  
 050 10 $a TS171.4 $b .N67 1990  
 082 00 $a 620.8/2 $2 20  
 100 1# $a Norman, Donald A.   
 240 10 $a Psychology of everyday things  
 245 14 $a The design of everyday things / $c Donald A. Norman.   
 250 $a 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 ## $a New York : $b Doubleday, $c 1990, c1988.   
 300 $a xv, 257 p. : $b ill. ; $c 21 cm.   
 500 $a Reprint. Originally published: The psychology of everyday  
     things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 $a Includes index.   
 504 $a Includes bibliographical references (p. 241-247).   
 650 #0 $a Design, Industrial $x Psychological aspects.   
 650 #0 $a Human engineering.   
   
A fully decoded display might look like this:   
 
 000 - Leader =  
     00-04 - Logical record length = 01105  
     05 - Record status = p - Increase in encoding level from  
     prepublication  
     06 - Type of record = a - Language material  
     07 - Bibliographic level = m - Monograph/item  
     08 - Type of control = # - No specific type of control  
     09 - Character coding scheme = # - MARC-8  
     10 - Indicator count = 2  
     11 - Subfield code count = 2  
     12-16 - Base address of data = 00301  
     17 - Encoding level = # - Full level  
     18 - Descriptive cataloging form = a - AACR 2  
     19 - Linked record requirement = # - Related record not required  
     20 - Length of the length-of-field portion = 4  
     21 - Length of the starting-character-position portion = 5  
     22 - Length of the implementation-defined portion = 0  
     23 - Undefined Entry map character position = 0  
 001 - Control Number = 1982729 
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 005 - Date and Time of Latest Transaction =  
     00-03 - Year = 1990  
     04-05 - Month = 05  
     06-07 - Day = 03  
     08-09 - Hour = 15  
     10-11 - Minute = 24  
     12-15 - Second = 07.1  
 008 - General Information =  
     00-05 - Date entered on file = 891115  
     06 - Type of date/Publication status = r - Reprint/reissue  
     date and original date  
     07-10 - Date 1 = 1990  
     11-14 - Date 2 = 1988  
     15-17 - Place of publication, production, or execution = nyu  
     - New York (State)  
     18 - Illustrations = a - Illustrations  
     19 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     20 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     21 - Illustrations = # - No illustrations  
     22 - Target audience = # - Unknown or not specified  
     23 - Form of item = # - None of the following  
     24 - Nature of contents = b - Bibliographies  
     25 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     26 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     27 - Nature of contents = # - No specified nature of contents  
     28 - Government publication = # - Not a government  
     publication  
     29 - Conference publication = 0 - Not a conference  
     publication  
     30 - Festschrift = 0 - Not a festschrift  
     31 - Index = 1 - Index present  
     32 - Undefined = #  
     33 - Literary form = 0 - Not fiction (not further specified)  
     34 - Biography = # - No biographical material  
     35-37 - Language = eng  
     38 - Modified record = # - Not modified  
     39 - Cataloging source = # - National bibliographic agency  
 010 - Library of Congress Control Number =  
     $a LC control number =    89048989  
 020 - International Standard Book Number =  
     $a International Standard Book Number = 0385267746 :   
     $c Terms of availability = $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 - System Control Number = $9  = (DLC)   89048989  
 040 - Cataloging Source =  
     $a Original cataloging agency = DLC  
     $c Transcribing agency = DLC  
     $d Modifying agency = DLC  
 050 - Library of Congress Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Existence in LC collection = 1 - Item is not  
     in LC  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = TS171.4  
     $b Item number = .N67 1990
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 082 - Dewey Decimal Call Number =  
     1st indicator - Type of edition = 0 - Full edition  
     2nd indicator - Source of call number = 0 - Assigned by LC  
     $a Classification number = 620.8/2  
     $2 Edition number = 20  
 100 - Main Entry--Personal Name =  
     1st indicator - Type of personal name entry element = 1 - 
     Surname  
     $a Personal name = Norman, Donald A.   
 240 - Uniform Title =  
     1st indicator - Uniform title printed or displayed = 1 - 
     Printed or displayed  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Uniform title = Psychology of everyday things  
 245 - Title Statement =  
     1st indicator - Title added entry = 1 - Title added entry  
     2nd indicator - Nonfiling characters = 4 - Number of  
     nonfiling characters present  
     $a Title = The design of everyday things /  
     $c Statement of responsibility, etc. = Donald A. Norman.   
 250 - Edition Statement =  
     $a Edition statement = 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 - Publication, Distribution, etc. =  
     1st indicator - Presence of publisher in imprint (BK MP MU  
     SE) [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     2nd indicator - Added entry/publisher relationship  (SE)  
     [OBSOLETE] = # - Undefined  
     $a Place of publication, distribution, etc. = New York :   
     $b Name of publisher, distributor, etc. = Doubleday,  
     $c Date of publication, distribution, etc. = 1990, c1988.   
 300 - Physical Description =  
     $a Extent = xv, 257 p. :   
     $b Other physical details = ill. ;   
     $c Dimensions = 21 cm.   
 500 - General Note =  
     $a General note = Reprint. Originally published: The  
     psychology of everyday  things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 - General Note = $a General note = Includes index.   
 504 - Bibliography, etc. Note =  
     $a Bibliography, etc. note = Includes bibliographical  
     references (p. 241-247).   
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Design,  
     Industrial  
     $x General subdivision = Psychological aspects.   
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
     1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information provided  
     2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - 
     Library of Congress Subject Headings  
     $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Human  
     engineering. 
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3.8 Display MARC Bib Details in a Batch 
 
 

 
 
 
3.9 Fields:  Display MARC Bib Details in a Batch 
 
 
 
3.9.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
3.9.2 Field 2 Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number.   
 
3.9.3 Field 3 Decode MARC Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Fields (==tags) 
Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields 
 
Purpose:  To specify various output properties for a MARC bibliographic record.  The term Fields 
is synonymous with Tag.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Note that selecting Leader & Control Fields Coded Values 
will also display the Property Leader & Control Fields names.  Similarly, selecting Subfields 
Coded Values will force Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields names to be displayed.   
   
Discussion:   
 
Fields will display the field name along with the tag number.  For example, field 245 will be 
displayed as:   
 
     245 - Title Statement: 
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Property Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions will separate the fields by position, show 
the position number(s) and the position's title, followed by the position's value for that record.  
Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an example, the 008 
values are:   
 
     008 941215s1994 xxu|||| |||| 00||0|eng b  
      
Decoding the first field results in:   
 
     008 - Fixed-Length Data Elements:   
         00-05 - Date entered on file = 941215  
         06 - Type of date/Publication status = s - Single known  
         date/probable date  
   
Note that the "s" is decoded to its full text value.   
 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields will display a subfield's name next to the subfield 
character.  Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an 
example, the standard display is:   
 
     245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health  
            sciences / $c [edited by] Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne  
            Boorkman.   
      
The decoded display is:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:  
      1st Ind. - Title added entry = 0 - No title added entry  
      2nd Ind. - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of nonfiling  
      characters present  
      $a - Title = Introduction to reference sources in the health  
      sciences  
      $c - Statement of responsibility, etc. = [edited by] Fred W.   
      Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   
Note that undefined indicators are not displayed. 
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Furthermore, subfield coded values are decoded for these fields' subfields:   
 
   010 Library of Congress Control Number  $8 Field link and  
       sequence number  
   034 Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data  $a Category of  
       scale  
   042 Authentication Code  $a Authentication code  
   046 Special Coded Dates  $a Type of date code  
   760 Main Series Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   762 Subseries Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   765 Original Language Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   767 Translation Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   770 Supplement/Special Issue Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   772 Parent Record Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   773 Host Item Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   774 Constituent Unit Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   775 Other Edition Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   776 Additional Physical Form Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   777 Issued with Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   780 Preceding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   785 Succeeding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   786 Data Source Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   787 Nonspecific Relationship Entry  $7 Control subfield  
  
For example, if a book is coded with  
 
     042 $a nlmcopyc  
   
then the full decoding is:   
 
   042 - Authentication Code   
     $a Authentication code = nlmcopyc - National Library of  
     Medicine copy  
 
3.9.4 Field 4 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit
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3.10 Overview to History of MARC Bibs in Batches 
 
This function may be used to specify a MARC number and then allow the selection of a batch 
from which to print the MARC information.  The report may be sent to the Workstation, the Default 
Printer, another Printer that is not the default, or a File.  The report may also be e-mailed to a 
specified e-mail address.   
 
   
SAMPLE REPORT:   
 
 MARC# 63063  OCLC# #A1982729 in batch 25301  status=DONE  
 000 01105pam  2200301 a 4500  
 001 1982729  
 005 19900503152407.1  
 008 891115r19901988nyua     b    001 0 eng   
 010 $a    89048989  
 020 $a 0385267746 : $c $12.95 (Can. $15.95)  
 035 $9 (DLC)   89048989  
 040 $a DLC $c DLC $d DLC  
 050 10 $a TS171.4 $b .N67 1990  
 082 00 $a 620.8/2 $2 20  
 100 1# $a Norman, Donald A.   
 240 10 $a Psychology of everyday things  
 245 14 $a The design of everyday things / $c Donald A. Norman.   
 250 $a 1st Doubleday/Currency ed.   
 260 ## $a New York : $b Doubleday, $c 1990, c1988.   
 300 $a xv, 257 p. : $b ill. ; $c 21 cm.   
 500 $a Reprint. Originally published: The psychology of everyday  
     things. New York : Basic Books, c1988.   
 500 $a Includes index.   
 504 $a Includes bibliographical references (p. 241-247).   
 650 #0 $a Design, Industrial $x Psychological aspects.   
 650 #0 $a Human engineering.   
 
 
3.11 History of MARC Bibs in Batches 
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3.12 Fields:  History of MARC Bibs in Batches 
 
 
 
3.12.1 Field 1 MARC #:   8 characters, display only, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the MARC number in a batch that will be printed.   
 
3.12.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
3.12.3 Field 3 Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To select a batch associated with the previously specified MARC bibliographic record.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
3.12.4 Field 4 Decode MARC Properties:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Fields (==tags) 
Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields 
 
 
Purpose:  To specify various output properties for a MARC bibliographic record.  The term Fields 
is synonymous with Tag.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection. Note that selecting Leader & Control Fields Coded Values 
will also display the Property Leader & Control Fields names.  Similarly, selecting Subfields 
Coded Values will force Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields names to be displayed.   
 
   
Discussion:   
 
Fields will display the field name along with the tag number.  For example, field 245 will be 
displayed as:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:   
   
Property Leader & Control Fields (001-008) Positions will separate the fields by position, show 
the position number(s) and the position's title, followed by the position's value for that record.  
Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an example, the 008 
values are:   
 
     008 941215s1994 xxu|||| |||| 00||0|eng b  
      
Decoding the first field results in:   
 
     008 - Fixed-Length Data Elements:   
         00-05 - Date entered on file = 941215  
         06 - Type of date/Publication status = s - Single known  
         date/probable date
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Note that the "s" is decoded to its full text value.   
 
Number & Code Fields (01X-04X) Subfields will display a subfield's name next to the subfield 
character.  Using the book "Introduction to reference sources in the health sciences" as an 
example, the standard display is:   
 
     245 00 $a Introduction to reference sources in the health  
            sciences / $c [edited by] Fred W. Roper and Jo Anne  
            Boorkman.   
      
The decoded display is:   
 
     245 - Title Statement:  
      1st Ind. - Title added entry = 0 - No title added entry  
      2nd Ind. - Nonfiling characters = 0 - Number of nonfiling  
      characters present  
      $a - Title = Introduction to reference sources in the health  
      sciences  
      $c - Statement of responsibility, etc. = [edited by] Fred W.   
      Roper and Jo Anne Boorkman.   
   
Note that undefined indicators are not displayed.   
  
Furthermore, subfield coded values are decoded for these fields' subfields:   
 
   010 Library of Congress Control Number  $8 Field link and  
       sequence number  
   034 Coded Cartographic Mathematical Data  $a Category of scale  
   042 Authentication Code  $a Authentication code  
   046 Special Coded Dates  $a Type of date code  
   760 Main Series Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   762 Subseries Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   765 Original Language Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   767 Translation Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   770 Supplement/Special Issue Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   772 Parent Record Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   773 Host Item Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   774 Constituent Unit Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   775 Other Edition Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   776 Additional Physical Form Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   777 Issued with Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   780 Preceding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   785 Succeeding Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   786 Data Source Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   787 Nonspecific Relationship Entry  $7 Control subfield  
   
For example, if a book is coded with  
 
     042 $a nlmcopyc  
   
then the full decoding is:   
 
   042 - Authentication Code   
     $a Authentication code = nlmcopyc - National Library of  
     Medicine copy  
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3.12.5 Field 5 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit 
 
 
3.13 Overview to Spine and Pocket Labels 
 
This function prints three types of labels:   
 
     - Spine Labels  
     - Pocket Labels  
     - Demco Spine and Pocket Labels  
   
All of the values collected on the window (except Batch Numbers) are stored in the database for 
re-use.   
 
The labels have a variable format:   
 
     - label length  
     - number of labels on a row  
     - most recent item's location  
     - most recent item number.   
   
Here is an example of 4 across spine labels:   
 
 QU            WA            QV            QA  
 145           950           4             276  
 W618u         D184b         H918          C337  
 1990          1995          1998          1990  
                                                                   
Here are the same labels, but with location and item numbers:   
 
 RES.          CircD         RES.          CircD  
 QU            WA            QV            QA  
 145           950           4             276  
 W618u         D184b         H918          C337  
 1990          1995          1998          1990  
                                                                   
   
 389256        389269        389270        389281  
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Pocket labels display the call number, the author, and the title:   
 
 QU        Whitney, Eleanor...     WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 145       Understanding           950       Biostatistics : / a  
 W618u     nutrition /             D184b     foundation for...   
 1990                              1995  
   
   
 QV        Brody, Theodore M.      QA        Casella, George.   
 4         Human pharmacology :    276       Statistical  
 H918      / molecular to...       C337      inference /  
 1998                              1990       
                                                               
                                                               
   
Pocket labels may also display location and item number values:   
 
 QU        Whitney, Eleanor...     WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 145       Understanding           950       Biostatistics : / a  
 W618u     nutrition /             D184b     foundation for...   
 1990      RES.           389256   1995      CircD          389269  
                                                               
                                                               
 QV        Brody, Theodore M.      QA        Casella, George.   
 4         Human pharmacology :    276       Statistical  
 H918      / molecular to...       C337      inference /  
 1998      RES.           389270   1990      CircD          389281  
   
   
The Demo 142-1685 Spine and Pocket label is a neat combination, portrayed here as a single 
column.  It is actually two columns.   
 
 QU          QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 145         145       Understanding  
 W618u       W618u     nutrition /  
 1990        1990       
                        
                        
             QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990       
                        
                        
 WA          WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 950         950       Biostatistics : / a  
 D184b       D184b     foundation for...   
 1995        1995       
                        
                        
             WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995       
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The Demo 142-1685 may also show the location and item number on the pocket:   
 
 QU          QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 145         145       Understanding  
 W618u       W618u     nutrition /  
 1990        1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
             QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
 WA          WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 950         950       Biostatistics : / a  
 D184b       D184b     foundation for...   
 1995        1995      CircD          389269  
                        
                        
             WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995      CircD          389269  
   
or show location and item numbers on all of the labels:   
 
 RES.        QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
 QU          145       Understanding  
 145         W618u     nutrition /  
 W618u       1990      RES.           389256  
 1990                   
                        
 389256      QU        Whitney, Eleanor...   
             145       Understanding  
             W618u     nutrition /  
             1990      RES.           389256  
                        
                        
 CircD       WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
 WA          950       Biostatistics : / a  
 950         D184b     foundation for...   
 D184b       1995      CircD          389269  
 1995                   
                        
 389269      WA        Daniel, Wayne W.,  
             950       Biostatistics : / a  
             D184b     foundation for...   
             1995      CircD          389269  
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3.14 Spine & Pocket Labels for Batches 
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3.15 Fields:  Spine & Pocket Labels for Batches 
 
 
 
3.15.1 Field 1 Message Area:   78 characters, multiple, display only 
 
3.15.2 Field 2 Status of the Process:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.   
 
3.15.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
3.15.4 Field 4 Starting Batch Number:   7 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the bib(s) of interest.   
 
Format:  It is a look up table, or enter an appropriate batch number.   
 
3.15.5 Field 5 Ending Batch Number:   7 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the batch number that contains the MARC Bib summary information.   
 
3.15.6 Field 6 Top Margin in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify how many (partial) inches exist from the top of the sheet to the first label.  
For example, the Demco 142-1685 has a .5 inch margin at the top.   
 
Format:  It is a number from 0 to 11.   
 
3.15.7 Field 7 Bottom Margin in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify how many (partial) inches exist from the bottom of the sheet to the bottom 
most label.  For example, the Demco 142-1685 has a .5 inch margin at the bottom.   
 
Format:  It is a number from 0 to 11.   
 
Common Problem:  depending on a variety of variables (e.g., the bottom margin, the workstation, 
the printer, etc.), the software might decide that it cannot completely print on the last row of labels 
on the sheet, and it would leave the last row blank, continuing onto the next sheet.   
 
3.15.8 Field 8 Left Margin:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the number of (partial) inches from the left edge of sheet to the first label.  
For example, the Demco 142-1685 has a .25 inch margin.   
 
Format:  It is a number, 0 to 8.   
 
3.15.9 Field 9 Label Height in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the vertical length of one label. In other words, this should be the length in 
inches from the top of the first label to the top of the label below the first label. 
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Format:  It is any number from .5 to 11. For Demco 142-1685 Spine and Pocket labels, the height 
is 2 inches.   
 
3.15.10 Field 10 Label Width in inches:   5 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the horizontal length of one label. In other words, this should be the length in 
inches from the left margin of the first label to the left margin of the second label.  The call 
number will print centered in a column format of at least 10 characters.   
 
Format:  It is any number from .5 to 8. For Demco 142-1685 Spine and Pocket labels, the width is 
not applicable since it is a special albeit known format.   
 
3.15.11 Field 11 Number of Labels Across:   2 characters, mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the number of labels across the page.   
 
Format:  It is any number, 1 to 99.   
 
 
3.15.12 Field 12 Label Types:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the type of label being printed.   
 
Format:  It is a menu selection. Selecting a Spine and Pocket Demco label will force values into 
the fields Top, Bottom, Left, Height, and Width.  Once the values are forced into the fields, they 
can be adjusted according to individual printer alignment issues.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Spine 
Pocket 
Spine and Pocket Demco 142-1685 
Spine and Pocket Demco 149-4218 
 
 
3.15.13 Field 13 Include Location and/or Item#:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify whether the item's location and/or item number should appear on the labels.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection.   
 
Notes:   
 
Item Number on spine bottom have a blank line in between the call number and the item number.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Location on spine top 
Number on spine bottom 
Location on pocket bottom 
Number on pocket bottom 
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3.15.14 Field 14 Print Labels for which Items:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify which items should have labels printed. Since a bibliographic record can be 
re-imported or re-edited, it may already have items previously associated, and those old items 
might not need labels.  Conversely, if the bib is a new creation or newly imported, then all of the 
items must be new and require printing.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
All Items 
Latest Items 
Bibliographic Record Only 
 
 
3.15.15 Field 15 Test Print:    
 
Purpose:  To call an application that will print a simple test page.   
 
 
3.15.16 Field 16 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation   Default Printer   Other Printer   File   E-mail   Quit 
 
 
3.16 Overview to Filer Report for MARC Bibs 
 
This window may be used to generate the MARC Filer Report.  This report should be checked 
whenever a batch is filed to determine which, if any, records and/or tags did not file.  The report 
may be sent to the Workstation, the Default Printer, another Printer that is not the default, or a 
File.  The report may also be e-mailed to a specified e-mail address.   
 
 
SAMPLE REPORT:   
 
Batch Number 31  
 
  
  
MARC# 1 Tag: 100 NEW ENTRY: Asimov, 1920- made to Author Authority MARC# 1 Tag: 245 
NEW ENTRY: The man's...  made to Series Authority  
 
================================================================== 
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3.17 Filer Report for MARC Bibs 
 
 

 
 
 
3.18 Fields:  Filer Report for MARC Bibs 
 
 
 
3.18.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
3.18.2 Field 2 Beginning Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Beginning batch number that is the start of the range of batches that 
Filer results are desired for.   
 
3.18.3 Field 3 Ending Batch Number:   7 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Ending batch number that is the end of the range of batches of 
requested Filer results.   
 
3.18.4 Field 4 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit
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3.19 Overview to OPAC Monthly Statistics 
 
The OPAC Monthly Statistics report presents a tabular summation of a month's OPAC use.  
When the report runs, it also purges very old detail search history.  The compiled summations are 
not purged.   
 
 
3.20 OPAC Monthly Statistics 
 
 

 
 
 
3.21 Fields:  OPAC Monthly Statistics 
 
 
 
3.21.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.   
 
3.21.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
3.21.3 Field 3 Year for Report:   4 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the year for the report.   
 
Format:  It is a year digit year.   
 
3.21.4 Field 4 Month for the Report:   2 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the month for the report.   
 
Format:  It is the month's digits, i.e., April is 4.   
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3.21.5 Field 5 Choice of the Target Device:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the target device for the output. The choices typically are Workstation, 
Default Printer, Alternate Printer, File, or a named E-mail address.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Default Printer 
Other Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Quit 
 
 
3.21.6 Field 6 Remove TEST History:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To remove the current month's detail search history in a TEST system (if the library 
begins with the word TEST).  Once the detail is removed, an OPAC search may be performed, 
and then this report may be run to see the effect of the search on search statistics.  This function 
will not effect previous months' compiled reports.   
 
Format:  It is push button selection.  
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3.22 Example of a OPAC Monthly Statistics Report 
 
 
                        OPAC Monthly Statistics  
                   September, 2000 as of 09/14/2000 20:38  
   
       Searches   Time    Average  Terms*    Hits  Select Display  
                 (Hours)   (Min.)  
        =======  =======  ======= ======= ======= ======= =======  
Keyword       2      0.0      0.3     N/A     208      14      10  
Author        1      0.0      0.3       1       3       3       0  
Title         1      0.0      0.7       4       4       4       3  
Subject       1      0.0      0.6       3      23      25       4  
Journal       0      0.0      0.0       0       0       0       0  
Enhanced      1      0.0      0.7       4      36       5       1  
Number        1      0.0      0.4     N/A       9      10       9  
Recent        1      0.0      0.3     N/A       7       7       3  
Browse        1      0.0      1.1     N/A      24       6       3  
Review        7      0.0      0.3     N/A     309     305      26  
        =======  =======  ======= ======= ======= ======= =======  
Total        16      0.1      0.4      12     623     379      59  
   
                Terms* = Number of Authority Terms Selected  
   
   
                    Searches by Time of Day  
                    =======================  
                       8:00 A.M.        0  
                       9:00 A.M.        0  
                      10:00 A.M.        0  
                      11:00 A.M.        0  
                      12:00 P.M.        0  
                       1:00 P.M.        0  
                       2:00 P.M.        0  
                       3:00 P.M.        0  
                       4:00 P.M.        0  
                       5:00 P.M.        0  
                       6:00 P.M.        0  
                       7:00 P.M.        0  
                       8:00 P.M.       16  
                       9:00 P.M.        0  
                      10:00 P.M.        0  
                      11:00 P.M.        0  
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4 Item Management 
 
 
 
4.1 Overview to Look Up Title and/or Item 
 
 
This window is used to identify a title and/or a specific item, depending on the originating menu 
selection.  A title or an item may be looked up by Bar Code, Item Number, MARC Number, Call 
Number, ISBN, OCLC number, LCCN, or Keyword.   
 
 
4.2 Look Up Title and/or Item 
 
 

 
 
 
4.3 Fields:  Look Up Title and/or Item 
 
 
 
4.3.1 Field 1 Function::   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To indicate how this window will be used.   
 
4.3.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
4.3.3 Field 3 Find Item:   120 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify numbers or words that might identify an item or the MARC bib associated 
with the item.  If the MARC bib is found, all of its associated items are displayed for selection.   
 
Format:  Free text, but in conjunction with the search method to be selected in the following field.  
A bar code may be scanned here to hasten the process. 
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4.3.4 Field 4 Find Menu:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the appropriate look up that matches the entry made in the textual Find field.   
 
Format:  It is a menu selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Bar Code 
Item # 
MARC # 
Call # 
Title 
Author 
ISBN/ISSN 
Control# 
LCCN 
 
 
Discussion:   
 
Function [Bar Code] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of Bar Code 
values.  The software will also test if the bar code is an acceptable bar code value, e.g., not a 
patron's bar code.  This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [Item #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of Item Numbers.  This 
value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [MARC #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of MARC Numbers.  
This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [Call #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of Call Numbers.  
This value may be truncated but must be in context, e.g., "WB 115 H323" for all editions of 
Harrison's Principles of internal medicine.   
 
Function [Title] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the series authority file.  This 
value may be truncated and out of context, e.g. "new eng med" for the New England Journal of 
Medicine, but the word fragments must be greater than one Character each.   
 
Function [Author] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the author authority file.  This 
value may be truncated, e.g., "Ein,Al" for Albert Einstein.   
 
  
Function [MARC #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of MARC Numbers.  
This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [ISBN/ISSN] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of ISSN and 
ISBN Numbers.  This value cannot be truncated. 
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Function [Control#] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of MARC bib tag 
003 Control Number Identifier concatenated to tag 001 Control Number.  This is commonly called 
the OCLC number.  This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [LCCN] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of MARC bib tag 
010, Library of Congress Control Number.  This value cannot be truncated.   
 
4.3.5 Field 5 Close the window:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  this function ends the use of this window.   
 
4.4 Overview to Managing Non-Serial, Permanent Holdings 
 
This window allows the management of non-serial holdings data.  This software uses the term 
"item" to represent the actual copies, volumes, and issues of the collection which constitute the 
catalog's circulation.  Each item is associated with a MARC bibliographic record.  Conversely, a 
MARC bib may have many items tied to it as holdings.  An item may be looked up by Bar Code, 
Item Number, MARC Number, Call Number, ISBN, OCLC, LCCN, or Keyword.  
 
This process starts by identifying the associated MARC bib, and then creates the item(s).   
 
 
4.5 Create Book & A/V Items 
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4.6 Fields:  Create Book & A/V Items 
 
 
 
4.6.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
4.6.2 Field 2 Create Item Type:   mandatory 
 
Purpose:  To specify the item type from Book or Audiovisual. Book and Audiovisual function in the 
same way; the distinction is simply in the names.   
 
Format:  It is a radio button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Book 
Audiovisual 
 
 
4.6.3 Field 3 Find Item:   120 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify numbers or words that might identify an item or the MARC bib associated 
with the item.  If the MARC bib is found, all of its associated items are displayed for selection.   
 
Format:  Free text, but in conjunction with the search method to be selected in the following field.  
A bar code may be scanned here to hasten the process.   
 
4.6.4 Field 4 Find Menu:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the appropriate look up that matches the entry made in the textual Find field.   
 
Format:  It is a menu selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Bar Code 
Item # 
MARC # 
Call # 
Title 
Author 
ISBN/ISSN 
Control# 
LCCN 
 
 
Discussion:   
 
Function [Bar Code] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of Bar Code 
values.  The software will also test if the bar code is an acceptable bar code value, e.g., not a 
patron's bar code.  This value cannot be truncated. 
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Function [Item #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of Item Numbers.  This 
value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [MARC #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of MARC Numbers.  
This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [Call #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of Call Numbers.  
This value may be truncated but must be in context, e.g., "WB 115 H323" for all editions of 
Harrison's Principles of internal medicine.   
 
Function [Title] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the series authority file.  This 
value may be truncated and out of context, e.g. "new eng med" for the New England Journal of 
Medicine, but the word fragments must be greater than one Character each.   
 
Function [Author] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the author authority file.  This 
value may be truncated, e.g., "Ein,Al" for Albert Einstein.   
 
  
Function [MARC #] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the list of MARC Numbers.  
This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [ISBN/ISSN] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of ISSN and 
ISBN Numbers.  This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [Control#] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of MARC bib tag 
003 Control Number Identifier concatenated to tag 001 Control Number.  This is commonly called 
the OCLC number.  This value cannot be truncated.   
 
Function [LCCN] will attempt to match the value in the field Find to the index of MARC bib tag 
010, Library of Congress Control Number.  This value cannot be truncated.   
 
4.6.5 Field 5 Close the window:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  this function ends the use of this window.   
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4.7 Item Edit 
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4.8 Fields:  Item Edit 
 
 
 
4.8.1 Field 1 MARC or Temporary Descriptions:   76 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
 
4.8.2 Field 2 Function Keys 
 
4.8.3 Field 3 Item Type:   12 characters 
 
Purpose:  To specify an item type from the Item Type Table. This table includes the types Book, 
A/V, Temporary, and Serial.  Serial cannot be applied except via the Serial Check-in, in which 
case it is applied automatically.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.8.4 Field 4 Temporary Item Type:   40 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the type of temporary item from the Temporary Item Type table.  This table 
usually has values such as Book, Videocassette, Reprint, etc.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.8.5 Field 5 Temporary's Description:   50 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the description of the temporary item. It might include the title, author, and 
owner of the item.   
 
Format:  It is any text.   
 
4.8.6 Field 6 Year:   20 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the year(s) for an item.   
 
Format:  A 4 digit year or 2 four digit years separated by a dash to signify a year range.   
 
Examples:   
 
     1999  
     1999-2000  
 
4.8.7 Field 7 Volume:   20 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  to specify the volume(s).   
 
Format:  this field accepts any characters, but is typically a number or range of numbers.   
 
4.8.8 Field 8 Issue:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the item's Issue value, if applicable. 
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4.8.9 Field 9 Copy:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Copy number of for this item.   
 
Format:  This value must be numeric.   
 
Example:  if you have three copies, and the item on hand is the second, then it is copy 2.   
 
4.8.10 Field 10 Price:   10 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the price amount of the item.   
 
Format:  It is any valid money amount.   
 
Examples:    10.85  
             45.99  
            150.00  
 
4.8.11 Field 11 Bar Code:   20 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a valid item bar code.   
 
Format:  Any combination of numbers and characters that make up a valid bar code.   
 
4.8.12 Field 12 Location:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is kept according to the Item Location Table.  This table is 
unique to each catalog, but typically contains values such as General Collection, Reference, 
Staff, etc.  Each location has a default Circulation Class which the new item will inherit upon the 
selection of the location.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.8.13 Field 13 Item Circulation Class:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the circulation class assigned to this item.  The circulation classes are the 
rules on loans and fines for an item.  Typical classes are Non-Circulating, One Hour, Two Weeks, 
etc., but are unique to each catalog.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.8.14 Field 14 Status:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is in the circulation cycle.  Each catalog may have unique 
statuses, but common ones are Available (meaning the item may be borrowed), On Loan, Non-
circulating, etc.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.8.15 Field 15 Call Number:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the call number for the item.   
 
Format:  Any combination of numbers and letters that make up the call number of the item.  
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4.8.16 Field 16  Message When Item is Returned:   50 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a message that appears when the item is returned from circulating.   
 
Format:  This value is free text.   
 
Example:  if the item is a CD recording, the message might be " Check for scratches or cracks on 
the CD, and check for the booklet."  
 
4.8.17 Field 17 Non-public Comment:   72 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify free text notes for the library's internal use.  It is often used to record 
acquisition information.  This field is similar to the MARC 21 Bibliographic field 852 subfield x, 
Non- Public Comment.   
 
4.8.18 Field 18 Public Comment:   72 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify free text notes for library's public viewing.  The OPAC displays these notes.  
This field is similar to the MARC 21 Bibliographic tag 852 $ z, Public Comment.   
 
4.8.19 Field 19 Ok, Cancel, Help, & Remove:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
Remove... 
 
 
Function Remove will first confirm the deletion of the item, and then perform the function.  The 
item may not be deleted if it is on loan.  
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4.9 Overview to Item Inquiry 
 
The purpose of the Item Inquiry is to display the fundamental item values and usage data. Item 
Inquiry begins with the standard item look up, or as a hyperlink from the OPAC for library staff.   
 
 
4.10 Item Inquiry 
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4.11 Fields:  Item Inquiry 
 
 
 
4.11.1 Field 1 Bar Code:   20 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify a valid item bar code.   
 
Format:  Any combination of numbers and characters that make up a valid bar code.   
 
4.11.2 Field 2 Volume:   20 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  to specify the volume(s).   
 
Format:  this field accepts any characters, but is typically a number or range of numbers.   
 
4.11.3 Field 3 Issue:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the item's Issue value, if applicable.   
 
4.11.4 Field 4 Year:   20 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the year(s) for an item.   
 
Format:  A 4 digit year or 2 four digit years separated by a dash to signify a year range.   
 
Examples:   
     1999  
     1999-2000  
 
4.11.5 Field 5 Copy:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the Copy number of for this item.   
 
Format:  This value must be numeric.   
 
Example:  if you have three copies, and the item on hand is the second, then it is copy 2.   
 
4.11.6 Field 6 Location:   40 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is kept according to the Item Location Table.  This table is 
unique to each catalog, but typically contains values such as General Collection, Reference, 
Staff, etc.  Each location has a default Circulation Class which the new item will inherit upon the 
selection of the location.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.11.7 Field 7 Item Circulation Class:   40 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the circulation class assigned to this item.  The circulation classes are the 
rules on loans and fines for an item.  Typical classes are Non-Circulating, One Hour, Two Weeks, 
etc., but are unique to each catalog.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.  
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4.11.8 Field 8 Status:   40 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify where the item is in the circulation cycle.  Each catalog may have unique 
statuses, but common ones are Available (meaning the item may be borrowed), On Loan, Non-
circulating, etc.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.11.9 Field 9 Call Number:   40 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the call number for the item.   
 
Format:  Any combination of numbers and letters that make up the call number of the item.   
 
4.11.10 Field 10 Price:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the price amount of the item.   
 
Format:  It is any valid money amount.   
 
Examples:    10.85  
             45.99  
            150.00  
 
4.11.11 Field 11  Message When Item is Returned:   50 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify a message that appears when the item is returned from circulating.   
 
Format:  This value is free text.   
 
Example:  if the item is a CD recording, the message might be " Check for scratches or cracks on 
the CD, and check for the booklet."  
 
4.11.12 Field 12 Temporary Item Type:   40 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the type of temporary item from the Temporary Item Type table.  This table 
usually has values such as Book, Videocassette, Reprint, etc.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.11.13 Field 13 Temporary's Description:   50 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the description of the temporary item. It might include the title, author, and 
owner of the item.   
 
Format:  It is any text.   
 
4.11.14 Field 14 MARC or Temporary Descriptions:   76 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
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4.11.15 Field 15 Item Type:   12 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify an item type from the Item Type Table. This table includes the types Book, 
A/V, Temporary, and Serial.  Serial cannot be applied except via the Serial Check-in, in which 
case it is applied automatically.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
4.11.16 Field 16 Non-public Comment:   72 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify free text notes for the library's internal use.  It is often used to record 
acquisition information.  This field is similar to the MARC 21 Bibliographic field 852 subfield x, 
Non- Public Comment.   
 
4.11.17 Field 17 Public Comment:   72 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify free text notes for library's public viewing.  The OPAC displays these notes.  
This field is similar to the MARC 21 Bibliographic tag 852 $ z, Public Comment.   
 
4.11.18 Field 18 Function Keys 
 
4.11.19 Field 19 Close or Detail Choices:    
 
Purpose:  To specify the next action in the Item Inquiry.   
 
Format:  It is a push button selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Show Detail 
Holds 
Utilization Statistics 
Close 
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4.12 Overview to Item Inquiry Detail 
 
This window shows the detail of the last circulating patron.   
 
 
4.13 Item Inquiry Detail 
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4.14 Fields:  Item Inquiry Detail 
 
 
 
4.14.1 Field 1 Status Date:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the date of the latest status of an item.   
 
4.14.2 Field 2 Status:   30 characters, display only 
 
4.14.3 Field 3 MARC or Temporary Descriptions:   60 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
 
4.14.4 Field 4 Date Out:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the date the item was loaned.   
 
4.14.5 Field 5 Date Due:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display the date the item is due.   
 
4.14.6 Field 6 Last Circulating PID:   9 characters, display only 
 
4.14.7 Field 7 Patron Name:   60 characters, display only 
 
4.14.8 Field 8 Deleted Text:   7 characters, display only 
 
4.14.9 Field 9 Patron Suffix:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron suffix field which contains such information as Jr., Sr., M.D., etc.   
 
Format:  The patron suffix field may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and 
punctuation.   
 
   
   Examples:  III  
              Jr.   
              Sr.   
              M.D.   
 
4.14.10 Field 10 Title:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron title information such as Dr., Ms., etc.   
 
Format:  The individual's title may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and punctuation.   
 
Discussion:  An individual's title may be used to capture titles such as Mr., Ms., Dr., etc.   
 
   Examples:   Dr.   
               Ms.   
               Capt.   
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4.14.11 Field 11 Patron Class:   7 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron class information.   
 
Format:  Any combination of letters and numbers that match one of the previously defined 
classes.   
 
4.14.12 Field 12 Patron Bar Code:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron's unique bar code.   
 
Format:  The patron's bar code may be any combination of letters and numbers.   
 
Discussion:  The bar code may be scanned in using a bar code reader or typed into the keyboard.  
However, the patron will not have borrowing privileges until a bar code is attached to the record.  
It is recommended that the bar code be scanned with a reader to avoid typographical errors.   
 
   Examples:  D218LX  
 
4.14.13 Field 13 Patron Local Address:   30 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron's local address.   
 
Format:  The patron local address may have any combination of letters, punctuation, and 
numbers.   
 
   Examples:  1916 17th St., NW #309  
              4233 MERCIER STREET  
 
4.14.14 Field 14 Patron Local City and State:   25 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron's local city.   
 
Format:  The patron local city may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and punctuation.   
 
   Examples:  NEW YORK  
              New York  
              ST. LOUIS  
 
4.14.15 Field 15 Patron Local Zip Code:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron's local zip code.   
 
Format:  The zip code format is NNNNN or NNNNN-NNNN.   
 
Discussion:  The local zip code of the patron may be entered using 5 digits or using the ZIP+4 
format.  The entry of the zip code causes a default value for the city and the state to be 
presented.   
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4.14.16 Field 16 Patron Local Phone:   19 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To identify the patron's local phone number.   
 
Format:  The patron's phone number formats to NNN NNN-NNNN or (NNN) NNN-NNNN.  The 3 
digit area code is optional.   
 
Discussion:  The phone number may or may not include the area code.  The area code may or 
may not be enclosed in parentheses.  The area code is always followed by the exchange, 
followed by a hyphen, and finally by a four digit number.   
 
   Examples:  (202) 625-2999  
              202 232-2334  
              625-2999  
 
4.14.17 Field 17 Patron Home Address:   30 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron's home address.   
 
Format:  The patron home address may contain any combination of letters, numbers, and 
punctuation.   
 
   Examples:  1916 17th St., NW # 309  
              4233 MERCIER STREET  
 
4.14.18 Field 18 Patron Home City:   25 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron's home city.   
 
Format:  The patron home city may contain any combination of letters, numbers, or punctuation.   
 
   Examples:  NEW YORK  
              New York  
              ST. LOUIS  
 
4.14.19 Field 19 Patron Home Zip:   10 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the patron's home zip code.   
 
Format:  The zip code format is NNNNN or NNNNN-NNNN.   
 
Discussion:  The home zip code of the patron may be entered using 5 digits or using the zip+4 
format.  The entry of the zip code causes a default value for the city and the state to be 
presented.   
 
4.14.20 Field 20 Patron Home Phone:   19 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To identify the patron's home phone number.   
 
Format:  The patron's phone number formats to NNN NNN-NNNN or (NNN) NNN-NNNN.  The 3 
digit area code is optional.   
 
Discussion:  The phone number may or may not include the area code.  The area code may or 
may not be enclosed in parentheses.  The area code is always followed by the exchange, 
followed by a hyphen, and finally by a four digit number. 
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   Examples:  (202) 625-2999  
              202 232-2334  
              625-2999  
 
4.14.21 Field 21 Patron Valid Date:   11 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the date that the patron record will be active.   
 
Format:  It is any valid date. The date must not follow the patron expiration date.   
 
Discussion:  The valid date may be entered in a variety of ways.  Unless otherwise specified, the 
current year is assumed.   
 
   Examples:  01/12 or 01/13/99 or 01/14/1999 or 02/28/2000  
 
4.14.22 Field 22 Patron Expiration Date:   11 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify the date that the patron record will expire.   
 
Format:  It is any valid date. The date must not precede the valid date.   
 
Discussion:  The expiration date may be entered in a variety of ways.  Unless otherwise specified, 
the current year is assumed.   
 
   Examples:  01/12  
              01/13/99  
              01/14/1999  
              02/28/2000  
 
4.14.23 Field 23 Alert Message:   72 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To display an alert message that relates to a specific patron.  An audible alert may also 
be sounded as the message is displayed.   
 
4.14.24 Field 24 Social Security Number:   11 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To specify a unique social security number for each patron.   
 
Format:  The social security number format is NNN-NN-NNNN. The format NNNNNNNNN is also 
acceptable since the dashes are automatically inserted.  The social security number may not 
duplicate a number currently on file for some other patron.   
 
   Examples:  324-48-9482  
              497-70-0265  
 
4.14.25 Field 25 Error Message for Edits:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
 
4.14.26 Field 26 Function Keys 
 
4.14.27 Field 27 Close the window:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  this function ends the use of this window.  
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4.15 Overview to Item Inquiry Holds 
 
This window shows all (if any) outstanding Holds that have been placed on the given Item.   
 
 
4.16 Item Inquiry Holds 
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4.17 Fields:  Item Inquiry Holds 
 
 
 
4.17.1 Field 1 MARC or Temporary Descriptions:   60 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
 
4.17.2 Field 2 Error Message from Edits:   60 characters, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
 
4.17.3 Field 3 Function Keys 
 
4.17.4 Field 4 Line 1 of Hold Info:   60 characters 
 
4.17.5 Field 5 Line 2 of Hold Info:   65 characters 
 
4.17.6 Field 6 Line 3 of Hold Info:   65 characters 
 
4.17.7 Field 7 Line 4 of Hold Info:   65 characters 
 
4.17.8 Field 8 Line 5 of Hold Info:   65 characters 
 
4.17.9 Field 9 Close the window:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  this function ends the use of this window.  
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4.18 Overview to Item Inquiry Utilization Statistics 
 
This window shows the following Utilization Statistics:   
 
     Edits  
     Hold Request  
     Internal Circulation  
     Loan  
     Loan with Override  
     Recall Request  
     Renewal  
     Renewal with Override  
 
 
4.19 Item Inquiry Utilization Statistics 
 
 

 
 
 
4.20 Fields:  Item Inquiry Utilization Statistics 
 
 
4.20.1 Field 1 MARC or Temporary Descriptions:   60 characters, multiple, display only 
 
Purpose:  To state the relationship of the item to the MARC Bibliographic data or the Temporary 
File.   
 
4.20.2 Field 2 Loans:   8 characters, display only
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4.20.3 Field 3 Renewal:   8 characters, display only 
 
4.20.4 Field 4 Hold Request:   8 characters, display only 
 
4.20.5 Field 5 Internal Circulation:   8 characters, display only 
 
4.20.6 Field 6 Recall Request:   8 characters, display only 
 
4.20.7 Field 7 Loans with Override:   8 characters, display only 
 
4.20.8 Field 8 Renewal with Override:   8 characters, display only 
 
4.20.9 Field 9 Item Record Edited:   8 characters, display only 
 
4.20.10 Field 10 Function Keys 
 
4.20.11 Field 11 Close the window:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  this function ends the use of this window.   
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5 Catalog Defaults 
 
 
 
5.1 Overview to Catalog Defaults 
 
Function Catalog Defaults helps to establish local cataloging practices, such as which call 
number field(s) to use for an MARC bib, allowable local fields, and which fields do not require a 
subfield a.  A few additional parameters may be set.   
 
 
5.2 Catalog Defaults 
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5.3 Fields:  Catalog Defaults 
 
 
 
5.3.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
5.3.2 Field 2 Default MARC Import Directory:   75 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the default directory on the server where the imported MARC bibliographic 
records can be found.   
 
Format:  It is any legal directory path for your server.   
 
Examples:   
 
In UNIX:   
 
     /user/ftp/marc/  
   
In VMS:   
 
 DRA0:[MARC]  
   
In Windows NT:   
 
     D:\oclc\passport\  
 
5.3.3 Field 3 Importing Duplicate MARC Bib:   7 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify how the system will manage duplicate MARC records during importing.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection.   
 
Discussion:   
 
ASK will open a window, show some of the key tags and subfields to the user (tags 1, 10, 20, 22, 
and 245), and ask the user to decide.  ASK is recommended.   
 
OVERLAY forces the system to replace a MARC record in the catalog with the one found in the 
import.  This is the most common choice.   
 
CANCEL will import the bib to the batch but sets its status to CANCEL.   
 
NEW results in adding the record in the import to the catalog, even though it may be a duplicate.   
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5.3.4 Field 4 Catalog Call Numbers Tags:   3 characters, multiple, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify which MARC Bibliographic tags should be used for finding the call number 
when importing a MARC bib record.  The list is in priority order.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection. Any numeric value may be specified.   
 
Health science libraries should use these tags in this order:   
 
     099, 096, 060, 090, 050  
   
Libraries which shelf by LC should use these tags in this order:   
 
     099, 090, 050, 096, 060  
 
5.3.5 Field 5 Allowable Local Tags (9ers):   3 characters, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify which MARC Bibliographic tags that contain a 9 but should be exempt from 
the function [Remove Undesired Local Tags] found in the MARC Bibliographic Batch Control 
function.  By definition, these values are not in the list of MARC 21 tags or they are considered 
obsolete.   
 
Format:  It is any numbers that contain a 9. Note that any of the tags specified in the field Tags to 
Find Call Numbers are implicitly exempted.   
 
Notes:   
 
Tag 949 subfield a with values of SERIAL or OTHER automatically exempted because these 
values at this tag are flags to this software.  
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The system is delivered with the following exemptions:   
 
 009  Physical Description Fixed-Field for Archival Collection  
 019  OCLC Control Number Cross-Reference  
 029  OCLC Other System Control Number  
 039  Level of Bibliographic Control and Coding Detail [OBSOLETE]  
 049  OCLC Local Holdings  
 090  Local LC Call Number  
 091  Microfilm Shelf Location  
 092  Local Dewey Decimal Call Number  
 096  Local National Library of Medicine Call Number  
 098  OCLC Other Classification Schemes  
 099  Local Unspecified Call Number  
 359  Rental Price  
 490  Series Statement  
 590  Local Note  
 659 indicators " 7", the NLM MARCout Genre tag which  
   is converted to MARC 21 via the MARCout Conversion function.   
 690  OCLC Local Subject Added Entry-Topical Term  
 691  OCLC Local Subject Added Entry-Geographic Name  
 699  OCLC Added Class Number  
 790  OCLC Local Added Entry-Personal Name  
 791  OCLC Local Added Entry-Corporate Name  
 792  OCLC Local Added Entry-Meeting Name  
 793  OCLC Local Added Entry-Uniform Title  
 891  OCLC Publication Pattern Data  
 910  OCLC User-Option Data  
 936  OCLC Dates or Volume Designations of Last Issue Consulted  
 938  OCLC Vendor Specific Ordering Data  
 956  OCLC Local Electronic Location and Access  
 984  OCLC WLN Automatic Holdings Statement  
 987  OCLC Local Romanization/Conversion History  
 
5.3.6 Field 6 Tags Don't Need Subfield a:   3 characters, multiple, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify which MARC 21 Bibliographic tags do not require that subfield a be the first 
subfield, thus, not even be present.   
 
Format:  It is a table selection. Any numeric value may be specified.   
 
Example:  it is not uncommon to skip tag 856 - ELECTRONIC LOCATION AND ACCESS, 
subfield a, Host name.   
 
5.3.7 Field 7 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok   Cancel   Help   Next
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5.4 Catalog Defaults 
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5.5 Fields:  Catalog Defaults 
 
 
 
5.5.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
5.5.2 Field 2 Eligible Thesauri When > One:   1 character, multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  to specify the thesauri to be displayed in the catalog if more than one thesaurus is 
present.  For example, if a bib has both LCSH and MeSH, and the collection is MeSH, it is likely 
that only the MeSH should be displayed.  If a bib has only one type of thesaurus, that type is 
displayed, regardless of this list.   
 
Format:  this is a multiple table selection.  Each type selected will be displayed when more than 
one type is present.   
 
Discussion:   
 
Given the bib with these subject headings:   
 
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
   1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information provided  
   2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - Library  
   of Congress Subject Headings  
   $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Cardiac  
   glycosides.   
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
   1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information provided  
   2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 0 - Library  
   of Congress Subject Headings  
   $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element =  
   Digitalis.   
 650 - Subject Added Entry--Topical Term =  
   1st indicator - Level of subject = # - No information provided  
   2nd indicator - Subject heading system/thesaurus = 2 - Medical  
   Subject Headings  
   $a Topical term or geographic name as entry element = Digitalis  
   Glycosides.   
   
If no thesaurus is specified, then all of these headings will be displayed in the catalog.  If only 
LCSH is specified, then the first two headings are displayed.  If only MeSH is specified, then only 
the last heading is specified.  If LC and MeSH are both specified, then all of these headings are 
displayed in the catalog.   
 
5.5.3 Field 3 Tag for Users' Names and Date:   3 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  to specify the MARC bibliographic tag to be used to record the users' names and 
dates.   
 
Format:  any local tag that is not in use.  For a tag to be local, it must contain a 9 and not be in 
the MARC bibliographic tag database. 
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Discussion:  This local tag records the following values:   
 
Subfield a is the value "USERS" but without the quotes.   
 
Subfield b is the YYYYMMDD date that the bib entered the catalog.   
 
Subfield c is the now the bib entered the system, e.g., EXPORT or NEW.  
 
Subfield d is the batch number that the bib entered the catalog.   
 
Subfield e is the name of the user who added the bib to the system.   
 
Subfield f is the batch number that the bib entered the catalog.   
 
Subfield g is the name of the last user who most recently made a change to the bib.   
 
MARC bibliographic tag 005 already records the last date and time of an edit.  The software will 
maintain the values in 005 and in this local tag.   
 
If a user simply imports a bib and does not edit the bib, then there will be no subfields e, f, or g.   
 
The system default tag is 979.   
 
5.5.4 Field 4 Dayfiler runs in foreground:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify that the MARC Bibliographic filer runs in the foreground.  Alternatively, it will 
run in the background, freeing the workstation to continue with another process.  Nevertheless, 
by running in the background, another process will be prohibited from running.  ONLY 
DESELECT FOREGROUND IF YOU HAVE PURCHASED SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF 
DATABASE SIMULTANEOUS USERS.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Dayfiler runs in foreground 
 
 
5.5.5 Field 5 Miscellaneous Flags:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify if the Serials Management Functions should allow a Serial Title to be added 
dynamically to the catalog during functions [Issue Check In], [Copy Edit], or [Add Holdings].  This 
would occur when a Serials Librarian enters an ISSN that is not indexed.  If adding is allowed, 
then the function will ask if the user wants to add the new ISSN and Title to the Catalog.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Add Serial Titles Dynamically 
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5.5.6 Field 6 Call Number Options:   multiple, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To enable optional features.   
 
Format:  It is a check box selection.   
 
Discussion:   
 
Option Display a Cutter's Decimal affects the call number display.  A call number may have 
numerous cutter numbers.  Some libraries Some libraries like the cutter's decimal to appear in the 
call number presentation, but other do not like the decimal.  For example, given the following call 
number:   
 
 050 ## $a TS171.4 $b .N67 1990  
   
The software will display this call number as:   
 
 - with the decimal       TS 171.4 .N67 1990  
 - without the decimal    TS 171.4 N67 1990  
   
Option Sort Numeric Cutters after Alpha-numeric Cutters is contrary to ALA sorting rules but in 
keeping with NLM sorting philosophy that numeric titles should sort after Z999.   
 
Option Use LIS Call Number Sorting will maintain the original LIS sort algorithm.  Note that it does 
not split concatenated cutters and is inconsistent in removing cutter decimals and in sorting true 
numeric elements.   
 
Option Use OCLC 099 Format will concatenate all subfield a's together.  This is in contrast to 
standard call number processing which takes only the first subfield a and concatenates all of the 
subfield b's.  In any case, a space or linefeed (as appropriate) is placed between subfield 
occurrences during the concatenation.   
 
Option Use OCLC 09x $e and $f Format will place a single $e value at the beginning of the call 
number, and a single $f value at the end of the call number.  These values will be separated by a 
space character or linefeed, as approiate.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Display a Cutter's Decimal 
Sort Numeric Cutters after Alphanumerics 
Use LIS's Call Number Sorting 
Use OCLC 099 Format 
Use OCLC 09x $e & $f Format 
 
5.5.7 Field 7 Purge MARC Bib Batches Days:   4 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify the number of days to keep a MARC bib batch in the database.  The night 
job will trim the batches.  Only batches marked CANCEL, DONE, and DELETED will be 
expunged from the database.  The associated bibs are not effected.   
 
Format:  It is any number greater than 366. A nil value means the purge is not run.  
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5.5.8 Field 8 MARC Bib Subfield Character:   1 character, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify a viewable character that will prefix a subfield identifier in text displays of the 
MARC bibliographic data.   
 
Format:  It is any character. Popular characters are $, |, and ^.   
 
Examples:   
 
If you specify a $, the MARC Bib displays will look like this:   
 
 50 0# $a R15 $b .A48  
 60 0# $a W1 J221  
 69 1# $a J03340000  
 82 0# $a 610/.5 $2 19  
 245 00 $a JAMA : $b the journal of the American Medical  
 Association.   
 246 10 $a Journal of the American Medical Association  
 260 01 $a Chicago : $b American Medical Association, $c 1960- 
   
If you specify a |, the MARC Bib displays will look like this:   
 
 50 0# |a R15 |b .A48  
 60 0# |a W1 J221  
 69 1# |a J03340000  
 82 0# |a 610/.5 |2 19  
 245 00 |a JAMA : |b the journal of the American Medical  
 Association.   
 246 10 |a Journal of the American Medical Association  
 260 01 |a Chicago : |b American Medical Association, |c 1960- 
 
5.5.9 Field 9 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
Previous 
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5.6 Overview to the MARC Import Holdings Profile 
 
A MARC Import Holdings Profile defines the tags and subfields which can be used to 
automatically adjust bibs' call numbers according to the holdings, and/or to create items (i.e., 
holdings).  Multiple Profiles may be active at one time.  Conversely, a library may not have any 
Profiles.  Profiles are typically used during conversions from other automation systems, or by 
libraries with a cataloging service.   
 
As stated above, a Profile specifies which tag should be used, and how the tag's subfields map to 
the Item database.  For example, the standard CyberTools - MARCIVE Profile uses tag 852 and 
maps:  
 
Item Field    Tag Subfield  
-----------   ------------ 
     Call #   h  
   Location   b  
   Bar Code   p  
     Copy #   t  
     Volume   v  
      Price   9  
   
This is further documented at http://www.cybertoolsforlibraries.  
com/library/MARCIVEBiblioDatabaseOutput.html.   
 
A tag for the Profile may repeat in the MARC bib, thus conveying more than one copy of the 
same title.  Repeating subfields within an occurrence of a tag are treated as additional copies.  
This is particularly true for data coming from the library system "Professional Software".   
 
Although unusual, more than one Profile may use the same tag, but the mapping should be 
different.  When this situation occurs, the software prompts the user to select the correct Profile.   
 
The Profile is used for two tasks.  First, the holding's call numbers are compared to the call 
number tags used in the catalog.  Second, the Imported MARC bib's holdings data are converted 
to circulation items.   
 
The first task occurs automatically at the end of the import, or may be performed manually via 
function [Batch Control \ Edit Bib Functions \ Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers 
Tags].  It is used for conversions from other automation systems or when receiving MARC bibs 
from a contract cataloging source.  This function takes the call number from the tag and subfield 
mapped in the Profile for Call Numbers, and compares that value to those found in the bib's call 
number tags:   
 
     050  Library of Congress Call Number  
     060  National Library of Medicine Call Number  
     082  Dewey Decimal Call Number  
     090  Local LC Call Number  
     092  Local Dewey Decimal Call Number  
     096  Local NLM Call Number  
     099  Local Unspecified Call Number  
   
Only the call numbers that the library uses are compared.   
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If the holding's call number is not found in the above call number tags, then the holding's call 
number is copied to a 09X tag accordingly:   
 
1) If the value is a NLM classification (i.e., starts with QR, QZ or W), then the software 
automatically copies the value to 096 $a only if there is no 096, otherwise it is copied to 099 $a.   
 
2) If the value is a LC classification (i.e., does not start with QR, QZ or W and is not Dewey), then 
it is copied to 099 $a.  
 
3) If the value is a Dewey classification, then it is copied to 092 $a if there is none, otherwise it is 
copied to 099 $a.   
 
Please note that a Profile can be managed from the function [MARC Bib Import Holdings 
Profiles].   
 
The second task occurs after running function [Batch Control \ Update Catalog with Batch].  It is 
automatic, but can also be run manually.  In this function, items are created from the Profile 
mapping.   
 
As an example, given this abbreviated MARC bib:   
 
 010  $a 89-6056  
 060  0# $a WS 105 $b V369c 1990  
 245  10 $a Child and adolescent development : $b clinical  
      implications / $c Victor C. Vaughan III, Iris F. Litt.   
 852  ## $b GENERAL $h WS 105 V36 1990  
   
852 $h states that this item's call number is different than the bib's (at 060 $a & $b), and that the 
item is in location GENERAL (COLLECTION).   
 
Immediately after importing the bib, the software will prompt:   
 
 ----Compare and process holdings Call Numbers for the bibs'----- 
 | The imported MARC bibs match your Holdings Profile.          |  
 | Please select the Profile to move the Holdings' Call         |  
 | Number(s) into the appropriate MARC tag for call numbers.    |  
 | ( ) 1 CyberTools - MARCIVE 852 Profile                       |  
 |--------------------------------------------------------------|  
 | [Cancel]                                                     |  
 ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
If the Profile is selected, then the item's Call Number WS 105 V36 1990 will be copied to the 
MARC bib tag 096, thus becoming the call number for the bib at this library.  Conversely, if 
[Cancel] is selected, then the comparison is not run but may be run later via function [Edit Bib 
Functions \ Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers Tags].   
 
After running function [Update Catalog with Batch], the software will prompt:   
 
 ----------Generate Items from Holdings Profile?------------- 
 | The MARC bibs match your Holdings Profile.               |  
 | Please select the Profile to generate items accordingly: |  
 | ( ) 1 CyberTools - MARCIVE 852 Profile                   |  
 |----------------------------------------------------------|  
 | [Cancel]                                                 |  
 ------------------------------------------------------------
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If the Profile is selected, then the software creates an item in location General Collection for this 
title.  Conversely, if [Cancel] is selected, then items are not created, although this function can be 
run manually later via function [Item Creation].   
 
The function first scans all of the Profile tags for all of the bibs in the batch.   
 
If a bib lacks the Profile tag, then the software will not create an item for the bib.   
 
If a bib has a Profile tag that lacks a location, then the program uses the New Books Location 
value established by function [Properties/New Items Circulation Defaults].   
 
If a bib has a Profile location that matches a value Circulation Location table (found in function 
[Properties]), then an item is created for that bib, and the item is associated with the specified 
location.   
  
If the program finds a Profile location is not found in the Location Table, then the program will 
place the undocumented location in a report and the conversion process stops:  items cannot be 
created until the location discrepancies are resolved.  The cataloger typically corrects either the 
Locations Table and/ or corrects the bib's Profile Location subfield values.  When it is creating 
items, the batch might have to be re-imported and the Profile Location subfield edited.  Since the 
items do not use the location values literally (i.e., the location value is found in the table and 
converted to a database pointer to the entity in the table), then the following solution may be 
employed.  Edit the location table so that the following Location fields:   
 
     Description  
     Staff Display  
     OPAC Display  
     Spine Display  
   
reflect the variations in location names that might be found.  For example, the default system is 
delivered with a location Reference.  It has the short name of "Ref.".  If a bib has a Profile 
Location subfield with a value of REF (note that it is missing the period), then the conversion 
program will not be able to match REF to Reference.  The conversion program is not case 
sensitive, but it is phrase and punctuation sensitive.   
 
Since the bib is already updated to the catalog, you probably do not want to re-import it and edit 
the tag, particularly if this is the initial conversion, although re-importing and editing is an option.  
Instead, go into the Back Office function [Properties] and select function [Circulation Locations].  
Select location Reference and you will see:   
 
          Location Description: Reference  
                 Staff Display: Ref.   
                  OPAC Display: Ref.   
                 Spine Display: Ref.   
  
Edit the Staff display from "Ref." to "REF", i.e., without the period:   
 
          Location Description: Reference  
                 Staff Display: REF  
                  OPAC Display: Ref.   
                 Spine Display: Ref.  
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Go back and run the Function [MARC Batch Control \ Item Creation], select your Profile, and it 
will now process the REF value.  Once done, you may choose to re-edit the Staff Display value 
back to "Ref.".   
 
Serials Management interacts with Profile processing.  If the bib was previously initialized for 
Serials Management, then the imported holdings are ignored.  But, if the bib has no items in the 
database, and the imported holdings location matches a Circulation Location set up for Serials 
Management, then the bib is automatically initialized for Serials Management while running 
function [Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call Numbers Tags].   
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5.7 MARC Import Holdings Profiles 
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5.8 Fields:  MARC Import Holdings Profiles 
 
 
5.8.1 Field 1 Function Keys 
 
5.8.2 Field 2 Profile Number:   2 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  this field is both a table lookup field and a means to create a new Profile.  By entering 
an existing Profile Number, the user may edit that Profile.  Conversely, to create a new Profile, 
enter a number that is not being used.   
 
Format:  the Profile Number  must be a positive integer.  The numbers have no special meaning, 
i.e., a Profile Number may be 1, 2, 3, 852, or 901, etc.   
 
5.8.3 Field 3 Profile Name:   40 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  the Profile Name should uniquely describe an individual Profile, so that a user may 
select the correct profile in MARC Batch Control.   
 
Format:  this field is free text.   
 
5.8.4 Field 4 MARC Tag Number:   3 characters, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  MARC Tag Number specifies the MARC Bibliographic or Holdings tag number whose 
subfields represent the holdings data.   
 
Format:  The value should be 3 digits, e.g., 852, 901, etc.   
 
5.8.5 Field 5 Profile Status:   mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  the Profile Status grants access to the profile for use in the MARC Batch Control.  A 
Profile might be deactivated for after a conversion, or if a cataloging service changed.   
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
 
Menu Values: 
Active   Inactive 
 
5.8.6 Field 6 Run function Fix Corrupt Bibs:   tab stop 
 
Function [Fix Corrupt Bibs] makes the following corrections:   
 
1) Converts all indicators that are not 0 through 9 or the space character to the space character;   
 
2) Removes trailing spaces from subfield values;   
 
3) Removes subfields with no values;   
 
4) Removes tags with no subfields (obviously, steps 2 and 3 can result in this condition);   
 
5) When found in a subfield value, converts the Carriage Return or Linefeed character to a space.   
 
Selecting this feature will cause the Fix function to automatically run before running functions 
[Compare Import Holdings Profile to Call#] or [Item Creation]. 
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5.8.7 Field 7 Namespace Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Namespace specifies which subfield is used to determine the target database.  Only a 
programmer can specify this value.   
 
Format:  a valid subfield.  Typically, it is nil.   
 
5.8.8 Field 8 Namespace Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Namespace Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable 
NAMESPACE in order to file the item in the correct directory.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.9 Field 9 Call Number Subfield:   1 character, mandatory, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Call Number Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Call Number.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "h" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.10 Field 10 Call Number Xecute:   120 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Call Number Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable CNO in 
order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.11 Field 11 Location Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Location Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Circulation Location.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "b" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.12 Field 12 Location Xecute:   120 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Location Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable LOCATION 
in order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.13 Field 13 Bar Code Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Bar Code Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Bar Code.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "p" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.14 Field 14 Bar Code Xecute:   120 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Bar Code Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable BARCODE 
in order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
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5.8.15 Field 15 Copy Number Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Copy Number Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Copy Number.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "t" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.16 Field 16 Copy Number Xecute:   120 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Copy Number Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable COPY 
in order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.17 Field 17 Year Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Year Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Year.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "f" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.18 Field 18 Year Xecute:   120 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Year Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable YEAR in order to 
perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.19 Field 19 Volume Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Volume Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Volume.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "f" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.20 Field 20 Volume Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Volume Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable VOLUME in 
order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.21 Field 21 Issue Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Issue Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Issue.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "f" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.22 Field 22 Issue Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Issue Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable ISSUE in order 
to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
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5.8.23 Field 23 Public Comment Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Public Comment Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Public Comment.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "z" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.24 Field 24 Public Comment Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Public Comment Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable 
PUBLIC in order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.25 Field 25 Nonpublic Comment Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Nonpublic Comment Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Nonpublic 
Comment.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "x" but without the quotes.   
 
 
5.8.26 Field 26 Nonpublic Comment Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Nonpublic Comment Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable 
NONPUB in order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.27 Field 27 Circulation Class Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Circulation Class Subfield (a.k.a. Loan Class) specifies which subfield represents 
the loan period.  Usually the item inherits the Circulation Class from the Location Table, so that 
this mapping is typically unnecessary.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "b" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.28 Field 28 Circulation Class Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Circulation Class Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable 
CIRCCLAS in order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.29 Field 29 Circulation Status:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Circulation Status Subfield specifies which subfield represents the item's 
Circulation Status, e.g., Available, Non-circulating, On Loan, etc.  Usually the item inherits the 
Circulation Status from the Location Table, so that this mapping is typically unnecessary.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "b" but without the quotes.   
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5.8.30 Field 30 Circulation Status Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Circulation Status Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable 
CIRCSTAT in order to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.31 Field 31 Price Subfield:   1 character, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  field Price Subfield specifies which subfield represents the Call Number.   
 
Format:  it should be a valid subfield, e.g., "9" or "p" but without the quotes.   
 
5.8.32 Field 32 Price Xecute:   60 characters, tab stop 
 
Purpose:  Price Xecute allows a programmer to manipulate the MUMPS variable PRICE in order 
to perfect it.   
 
Format:  This field should be a MUMPS Xecute.   
 
5.8.33 Field 33 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   tab stop 
 
Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.   
 
Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.   
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
Remove... 
 
 
Function [Remove] will expunge a selected Profile from the table of Profiles.  Removal will have 
no effect on MARC bibs or existing items.   
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